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A B S T R A C T   

A substantial literature exists using the syntactic priming methodology with children to test hypotheses regarding 
the acquisition of syntax, under the assumption that priming effects reveal both the presence of syntactic 
knowledge and the underlying nature of learning mechanisms supporting the acquisition of grammar. Here we 
present the first meta-analysis of syntactic priming studies in children. We identified 37 eligible studies and 
extracted 108 effect sizes corresponding to 76 samples of 2,378 unique participants. Our analysis confirmed a 
medium-to-large syntactic priming effect. The overall estimate of the priming effect was a log odds ratio of 1.44 
(Cohen’s d = 0.80). This is equivalent to a structure that occurs 50 % of the time when unprimed occurring 81 % 
of the time when primed. Several variables moderated the magnitude of priming in children, including (i) within- 
or between-subjects design, (ii) lexical overlap, (iii) structural alternation investigated and, (iv) the animacy 
configuration of syntactic arguments. There was little evidence of publication bias in the size of the main priming 
effect, however, power analyses showed that, while studies typically have enough power to identify the basic 
priming effect, they are typically underpowered when their focus is on moderators of priming. The results 
provide a foundation for future research, suggesting several avenues of enquiry.   

Introduction 

Grammar is a core component of language, and thus its acquisition 
has long been of interest in language acquisition research, where debate 
about the representational nature and innateness of syntactic repre-
sentations has been a key battleground. One important method in the 
toolkit of developmental psycholinguists is syntactic priming, which de-
scribes the tendency for an individual to use the same grammatical 
structure they have previously used or heard. For instance, if a child 
hears the English passive sentence Ernie was hugged by Bert and soon 
after produces another passive such as Big Bird was surprised by Mr 
Snuffaluffagus, they are said to be primed. Far from being mere imita-
tion, priming in this instance reveals the abstract nature of grammatical 
representations, since the two sentences do not share overlap in their 
open class lexical items (Branigan & Pickering, 2017). Furthermore, 
priming has been argued to be a form of implicit learning (Chang et al., 
2000, 2006; Dell & Chang, 2014), and is thus potentially reflective of a 
mechanism underlying language acquisition. 

Given its ability to reveal both representational knowledge and 
learning, the syntactic priming methodology has become a prominent 

one in the field (see papers in Messenger, 2022). In the current paper we 
present the first systematic review and meta-analysis of experimental 
papers that have investigated syntactic priming in developmental pop-
ulations. In what follows we review the past research, highlighting the 
trends in the literature that we then quantitatively examine. 

Past developmental syntactic priming research 

One key question in developmental priming research is the 
abstractness of syntactic representations, tested by manipulating over-
lap in lexical content between prime and target trials (Branigan et al., 
2005; Branigan & McLean, 2016; Foltz et al., 2015; Kumarage et al., 
2022; Peter et al., 2015; Rowland et al., 2012; Savage et al., 2003). 
Priming in the absence of lexical overlap indicates the existence of ab-
stract syntactic representations, whereas priming restricted to trials 
where prime and target share lexical content, such as a verb (i.e., Ernie 
was hugged by Bert primed Bird Bird was hugged by Mr Snuffaluffagus), 
indicates syntactic knowledge may be more item-based, therefore 
bearing upon a hotly debated issue in the field (e.g., Ambridge & Lieven, 
2015; Fisher, 2002; Tomasello, 2000; Tomasello & Abbot-Smith, 2002). 
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Thus, a focus on syntactic priming in development inevitably leads to 
the question of when abstract priming effects emerge, which in the 
literature has informed arguments over the early or late emergence of 
core grammatical knowledge (e.g., Bencini & Valian, 2008; Hutten-
locher et al., 2004). 

The distinction between abstract priming and lexically-based prim-
ing also bears upon a broader issue concerning the architecture of the 
language production system. In the mature adult system, where abstract 
knowledge can be assumed, priming effects are typically larger when the 
prime and target sentences share open-class lexical content. This is 
known as the lexical boost. Activation-based production architectures 
attribute both the abstract priming and lexical boost effects to a single 
mechanism driven by the residual activation of connected lexical and 
structural knowledge (Pickering & Branigan, 1998), and therefore pre-
dict a lexical boost to emerge in development once abstract knowledge 
has been acquired. Priming as residual activation also predicts that 
priming is a relatively fleeting event that may not lead to representa-
tional change in the linguistic system. In contrast, implicit learning ac-
counts of priming propose that abstract priming and the lexical boost are 
attributable to separable implicit and explicit memory systems, respec-
tively (Chang et al., 2006, 2012). Since explicit memory processes 
exhibit a relatively protracted developmental trajectory, the lexical 
boost is predicted to emerge after abstract priming (Chang et al., 2012; 
Rowland et al., 2012). Notably, implicit learning accounts also predict 
that abstract priming leads to representational change via the same 
mechanism involved in language development. The most prominent of 
these accounts invokes error-based learning (Chang et al., 2006). Spe-
cifically, during comprehension, the syntactic processor predicts up-
coming input based on syntactic representations that are sensitive to 
frequency distributions in the input. It compares its predictions to the 
actual input and responds to prediction errors by updating the weights 
of its syntactic representations. In syntactic priming experiments, un-
expected syntactic structures (e.g., low frequency structures such as the 
English passive) encountered in primes result in an updating of syntactic 
weights that increases the likelihood of their later production, thus 
leading to priming. In experimental terms, the implicit learning account 
of priming predicts priming effects to have long-term resonance (see 
Bock & Griffin, 2000). Several studies in the developmental literature 
have investigated the long-term nature of syntactic priming (Branigan & 
McLean, 2016; Fazekas et al., 2020; Hsu, 2019; Kidd, 2012; Messenger, 
2021), with at least one study showing that it can persist for up to a 
month (Savage et al., 2006). 

An analysis of syntactic priming across development also bears upon 
the question of whether and how syntactic representations change 
across developmental time. As a theory of syntactic acquisition, Chang 
et al.’s (2006) computational Dual-path model, which learns syntactic 
representations via implicit learning, differs from traditional nativist 
(Bencini & Valian, 2008; Messenger & Fisher, 2018) and traditional 
lexicalist (Savage et al., 2003; Tomasello, 2003) accounts of syntax 
acquisition. Research has compared these theories by examining the 
developmental trajectories of the abstract priming effect and lexical 
boost in both cross-sectional (abstract priming: Garcia & Kidd, 2020; 
Hsu, 2019; both effects: Peter et al., 2015; Rowland et al., 2012) and 
longitudinal designs (both effects: Kumarage et al., 2022). Notably, 
whereas nativist accounts predict no appreciable change in priming 
magnitude across development because representations are largely un-
affected by frequency, lexicalist approaches predict an increase because 
initially lexically-specific representations become more abstract and 
thus more primeable with experience. Different still, priming as implicit 
learning predicts that priming will initially increase as children acquire 
the necessary representations to be primed and then decrease across 
development, since error-based learning is strongest when representa-
tions are weak (for more discussion see Kumarage et al., 2022). 

Researchers have manipulated several other prominent variables in 
the syntactic priming literature. For example, manipulating whether 
children must repeat the prime sentence before they describe a target 

aims to investigate whether their syntactic representations are shared 
across production and comprehension (Gámez & Shimpi, 2016; Hut-
tenlocher et al., 2004; Shimpi et al., 2007). Other studies have tested 
how children’s syntactic representations interface with semantic infor-
mation by manipulating the animacy or thematic roles of nouns in prime 
and target sentences (Bidgood et al., 2021; Buckle et al., 2017; 
Messenger, Branigan, McLean, & Sorace, 2012; Vasilyeva & Gámez, 
2015). The past literature is not limited to priming in typically- 
developing monolingual children. Research in clinical developmental 
populations has investigated whether syntactic priming is observed in 
these populations (e.g., children with Developmental Language Disorder 
(DLD), Leonard et al., 2000; children who stutter, Anderson & Conture, 
2004) and whether it is associated with defining clinical features. For 
example, research on children with Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) has 
investigated if priming is used as a mechanism of conversational align-
ment and whether it differs from children without ASD (Allen et al., 
2011; Hopkins et al., 2016). Other research on children with DLD has 
investigated whether priming, as a marker of implicit learning, is 
compromised in comparison to children without DLD (Garraffa et al., 
2015, 2018). Crosslinguistic priming studies have investigated whether 
children share syntactic representations between languages (Gámez & 
Vasilyeva, 2020; Vasilyeva et al., 2010; Wolleb et al., 2018). For 
instance, does Ernie was hugged by Bert prime Big Bird ̀e stato sorpresso dal 
Signor Snuffaluffagus in Italian-English bilinguals? 

In summary, 20 years of research on syntactic priming in children 
has investigated a range of theoretical questions regarding the repre-
sentation and acquisition of syntax. A past meta-analysis of syntactic 
priming in adults aggregated evidence to provide key summary findings: 
abstract syntactic priming decays slowly, lexical overlap provides a large 
boost to the effect, and this boost decays quickly but is more pronounced 
in a speaker’s second language (Mahowald et al., 2016). The substantial 
literature in children now warrants a similar quantitative summary, 
which we present in this paper. 

The current study 

This study reports (i) a summary effect of syntactic priming in 
typically-developing developmental populations, (ii) sources of varia-
tion in the effect, (iii) an analysis of publication bias, and (iv) a power 
analysis. At its simplest, meta-analysis involves combining the results 
from many studies to produce a summary effect (Borenstein et al., 
2009). In this case, studies reliably find evidence for syntactic priming in 
children, so we expect to find an overall effect. We report the magnitude 
of the summary effect computed in the meta-analysis. Additionally, we 
were interested in the sources of variation in the magnitude of syntactic 
priming. More advanced meta-analytic techniques allow the investiga-
tion of moderator variables, although researchers must be cautious not 
to ask more of the data than can be obtained from them (Viechtbauer, 
2008). We identified which moderators can be reasonably investigated 
based on the studies available, including both experimentally manipu-
lated variables and researchers’ methodological choices, and investi-
gated their influence on syntactic priming in children. We also 
investigated whether there is evidence for publication bias; that is, the 
inflation of the estimated effect due to unpublished null results missing 
from the sample of studies (Borenstein et al., 2009). Finally, we ran a 
power analysis to estimate the number of participants and items 
required to detect both the main priming effect and interaction effects, 
given the field’s focus on moderators of syntactic priming. In the pro-
cess, we summarise the state of the field: which questions are being 
investigated and how? Does how we run studies have an impact? And 
what do we have evidence for and where it is lacking? 
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Meta-analysis 

Data availability 

Our data sheet of coded and extracted information and analysis 
scripts are available on the Open Science Framework (OSF; https://osf. 
io/k6z8g/). 

Literature search 

Search strategies 
The literature search was conducted using three strategies designed 

to identify as many syntactic priming studies on children as possible. 
First, a database search was conducted of PsycInfo, Scopus, and Web of 
Science using search terms designed to maximise the reach of the search. 
The record needed to contain synta* gramma* or structur* within three 
words of priming, alignment or persistence and contain child* or develop* 
or infan*. The search was conducted within English language articles 
(peer-reviewed journals, books, book chapters and conference pro-
ceedings) from 1986, the year of Bock’s seminal paper, to February 
2023. Secondly, we recorded references from the language acquisition 
sections of relevant reviews (Atkinson, 2022; Branigan & Pickering, 
2017; Pickering & Ferreira, 2008). Finally, we searched for forward 
citations of the first priming studies in children using the forward cita-
tion tools on Scopus and Web of Science (Huttenlocher et al., 2004; 
Savage et al., 2003). The search was first conducted in November 2019 
then replicated and updated in February 2023. 

Search results from the three database searches were exported as.ris 
files and imported into Zotero (Corporation for Digital Scholarship, 
2023), as were the forward citation search results. Backward citations 
from relevant reviews were manually entered into Zotero. Title and 
abstract screening was conducted within Zotero by tagging studies as 
relevant or not. Studies identified as directly related to syntactic priming 
were then exported and entered into the MetaLab Decision Spreadsheet 
template (Bergmann et al., 2018). Studies were then assessed against the 
selection criteria within this spreadsheet. The selection criteria are dis-
played in Table 1 and described below. 

Selection criteria 
We focused on the typical development of early syntactic knowledge. 

Therefore, studies were limited to those testing children under 13 years 
of age with no history of language or other developmental disorders. 
Control groups from studies focusing on children with developmental or 
language disorders were included (e.g., Foltz et al., 2015). We only 
included studies reporting a syntactic priming experiment as defined by 
our design criteria. We excluded corpus analyses (3.a.), studies of non- 
syntactic outcomes or using non-syntactic primes (3.b.), elicitation 
and baseline production studies (3.c.), novel word or structure studies 
(3.d.), and training studies (3.e.). 

Furthermore, we only included studies of spoken production prim-
ing, and thus excluded studies that used written production or primed 
comprehension (e.g., Thothathiri & Snedeker, 2008; van Beijsterveldt & 
van Hell, 2009). Comprehension and production processing, and the 
production processes for written and spoken language are likely to 
differ, particularly in developmental populations. Therefore, excluding 
these studies ensures consistency in the processing mechanisms under-
lying the effects. Similarly, we limited our analyses to within-language 
priming, and so excluded studies of cross-linguistic priming such as 
Vasilyeva et al. (2010) and Gámez and Vasilyeva (2020), and the 
crosslinguistic condition in Wolleb et al. (2018). We made this decision 
for the following reasons. Practically, there are only a small number of 
crosslinguistic priming studies in developmental populations, and 
including them had the potential to cloud any effects we found in the 
data because crosslinguistic priming inevitably involves other important 
variables that need to be controlled (e.g., relative proficiency of bilin-
gual children, presence or absence of surface word order across target 
structures). Theoretically, positing representational overlap across lan-
guages raises several questions regarding the cognitive architecture of 
language in bilinguals (Hartsuiker & Bernolet, 2017; Van Dijk et al., 
2022; van Gompel & Arai, 2018), which was beyond the scope of our 
project. 

Finally, we excluded storytelling interventions aimed at increasing 
children’s production of a structure (e.g., Vasilyeva et al., 2006). While 
these no doubt involve priming, they are difficult to compare to most 
syntactic priming studies, which investigate the effect of individual 
primes or a single block of primes on production, whereas interventions 
investigate sustained exposure to primes over longer time periods 

Table 1 
Selection criteria.  

Category Criteria  

1. Document type  a. Journal papers, book chapters, proceedings papers  
b. English language  

2. Participants  a. Children under 13 years of age  
b. No history of developmental or language disorders  

i. Control groups were included  
c. Sample independent from any other study  

3. Design  a. Must be experimental not observational  
i. No corpus analyses  

b. Must investigate priming of a structural alternation  
i. Dependent variable is the choice between two structures within a syntactic alternation  

1. No studies investigating the effect of syntactic primes on other outcomes (e.g. lexical decision-making, grammaticality judgements, speech disfluency)  
2. No morphosyntactic alternations (e.g., provision of auxiliaries) or non-alternating structures (e.g., intransitive/transitive)  

ii. Independent variable is the syntactic structure of prime sentences  
1. No single word, rhythmic, or arithmetic primes  

c. Must include a baseline and primed condition  
i. No elicitation studies with primed condition only  

ii. Baseline condition could comprise unprimed targets or targets primed with an alternate structure  
d. Must not use novel words or structures  

i. Investigating existing syntactic abilities not ability to generalise  
e. Must not provide feedback on sentence production  

i. Investigating implicit priming effect not explicit learning  
f. Outcome variable must be spoken production of a sentence/structure  
g. Primes and targets must be produced in the same language  
h. Target responses must be measured after no more than one block of primes  

i. No storytelling interventions  
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(sometimes weeks). 
As illustrated in Fig. 1, following the application of selection criteria, 

38 eligible studies were identified, of which 37 could be analysed. Data 
from one study was reported such that it could not be coded and the data 
were not available from the author. From the 37 included studies, 108 
effect sizes were extracted. The list of included studies is available in 
Appendix A. 

Coding procedures 
Information was extracted separately for each experimental condi-

tion, i.e. each observation, within a study (e.g., lexical overlap vs. no 
lexical overlap). For the primed and unprimed conditions of each 
observation, we extracted: the number of participants and items, the 
proportion and/or number of dependent (e.g. passive), alternate (e.g. 
active), and other responses. The dependent, or primed, structure was 
defined as the less frequently produced structure in the alternation 
(typically coded as 1 in the dependent variable at the study level). 
Table 2 describes the five structural alternations included in the meta- 
analysis, including the dependent and alternate structure for each. 
When frequencies were graphed but not reported, we estimated the 
number/proportion of dependent, alternate and other responses using 
WebPlotDigitizer (Rohatgi, 2022). In two cases, we calculated the fre-
quencies from raw data available online (Fazekas et al., 2020; Garcia & 
Kidd, 2020). We contacted the author/s if the data was still not able to be 
extracted. We also recorded whether studies reported proportions or 
numbers of only dependent and alternate responses or also reported 
other response frequencies by condition. Note that when studies scored 
responses under both a lax and strict coding scheme (e.g., Bencini & 
Valian, 2008; Kumarage et al., 2022), we coded those scored under strict 
coding. 

We coded each observation for several variables. Some were exper-
imental variables that have been proposed to influence the size of the 
syntactic priming effect in children and others were methodological 
variables that differed between the included studies. Table 3 summarises 
the variables that were included as moderators in our analyses, as well as 
language studied. It displays the levels of each variable, and how many 
observations fell into each level. Where observations from a study 
differed across a moderator that we did not analyse, they were combined 
into a single observation. 

Moderators 

Within- vs. Between-Subjects designs. Unlike in adult studies, develop-
mental researchers have often used between-subjects designs, 
comparing primed and unprimed participants rather than conditions. 
Firstly, as Shimpi et al. (2007) state, requiring children to complete trials 
from only one condition reduces the demands of the experimental task. 
Secondly, researchers have raised concerns that primes from one con-
dition will influence responses in the other (Gámez & Vasilyeva, 2015). 
It is common in developmental syntactic priming studies to include few 
or no filler items. This is another way of reducing task demands but may 
increase the likelihood of interference across trials. Given interference 
cannot occur in between-subjects designs, we expect a larger priming 
effect in these than in within-subjects designs. We used treatment con-
trasts, with within-subjects designs set as the baseline, or reference, level 
(0) and between-subjects as the treatment level (1). One final issue to 
note is that primed and unprimed conditions will be correlated in 
within- but not between-subjects designs. We explain how we control for 
this in our statistical methods section. 

Fig. 1. Flowchart showing literature search.  
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Baseline. Most studies compare to a baseline of responses following 
primes in the alternate structure, but some compare to a baseline of 
responses produced with no prime, typically collected in a preceding 
phase before priming begins. At present, there is no evidence regarding 
whether this difference in methodology affects the magnitude of the 
priming effect. However, Bencini and Valian (2008) reported that chil-
dren in a no prime condition produced no passives, whilst those in the 
active priming condition produced two. Therefore, a larger priming ef-
fect may be expected when comparing to a no prime baseline. We used 
treatment contrasts, with the alternate prime condition as the reference 
level (0) and no prime as the treatment level (1). 

Animacy. The animacy of verb arguments can favour or disprefer the 
dependent structure. For example, a preference to put humans in 
sentence-initial positions means the human-patient nonhuman-agent is 
the canonical passive form (e.g., the man was bitten by the dog; see Bock 
et al., 1992). In the dative, a preference for animate arguments to pre-
cede inanimate ones means the canonical double object dative involves 
an animate recipient and inanimate theme (e.g., The boy gave the girl a 
present). The influence of animacy on priming was demonstrated by 
Vasilyeva and Gámez (2015), who found that the animacy of arguments 
moderated abstract passive priming: sentences with an animate patient 
and inanimate agent were subject to greater priming. Most studies have 
controlled for animacy by using the same animacy configuration in 
primes and targets: all animate arguments (e.g., passive: Kumarage 
et al., 2022; e.g., dative: Rowland et al., 2012), all inanimate arguments 
(e.g., Savage et al., 2003) or an animacy configuration favouring the 
dependent structure (e.g., passive: Branigan & McLean, 2016; e.g., da-
tive: Fazekas et al., 2020). Others have used materials with a mix of 
configurations in both primes and targets (e.g., Huttenlocher et al., 
2004). We could not code for particular animacy configurations, given 
they are specific to particular structures. Instead, we created three broad 
categories: controlled animacy used either all animate or all inanimate 
arguments, uncontrolled animacy used a mixture of configurations, and 
favourable animacy used a configuration favouring the dependent 
structure. We set controlled animacy as the reference level and used 
treatment contrasts to compare the other two conditions to this baseline. 
We expect greater priming when animacy favours the dependent 
structure. It is not clear whether not controlling animacy will reduce or 
increase priming. 

Prime repetition. We coded whether studies required children to repeat 

the prime sentence before producing their target sentence using treat-
ment contrasts (prime not repeated, 0; prime repeated, 1). Huttenlocher 
et al. (2004) found equivalent priming with and without prime repeti-
tion in 4–5-year-olds, concluding that syntactic representation is shared 
across comprehension and production. Shimpi et al. (2007) found no 
priming effect in 3-year-olds unless they repeated the prime, whereas 4- 
year-olds did not need to repeat the prime to demonstrate a priming 

Table 2 
Description of structural alternations included in meta-analysis.  

Structural alternation Dependent structure Alternate structure 

Passive Passive 
Ernie was hugged by Bert 

Active 
Bert hugged Ernie 

Dative Double-object dative 
Elmo gave Big Bird a cat 

Prepositional dative 
Elmo gave a cat to Big Bird 

MandarinSVO/ba ba 
Xiaogou ba xiamao baozhu –le 
Little dog ba little cat hug-tight PFV 
A little dog hugged a little cat tightly 

SVO 
Xiaogou baozhu –le xiaomao 
Little dog hug-tight PFV little cat 
A little dog hugged a little cat tightly 

Relative clause Relative clause 
The car that is red 

Adjective-noun 
The red car 

Tagalog Symmetrical Voice (SV)-transitive Patient-initial 
Agent voice 
H < um > ahabol ng babae ang bata 
<AV > chase NSBJ woman SBJ child 
The child is chasing a woman 
Patient voice 
H < in > ahabol ang babae ng bata 
<PV > chase SBJ woman NSBJ child 
The child is chasing the woman 

Agent-initial 
Agent voice 
H < um > ahabol ang bata ng babae 
<AV > chase SBJ child NSBJ woman 
The child is chasing a woman 
Patient voice 
H < in > ahabol ng bata ang babae 
<PV > chase NSBJ child SBJ woman 
The child is chasing the woman 

Note: The SVO/ba alternation occurs only in Mandarin and the Symmetrical-voice transitive alternation only in Tagalog. The three other alternations were tested in 
multiple languages. Example for SVO/ba adapted from Hsu (2014) and example for SV-transitive adapted from Garcia & Kidd (2020). Linguistic glosses: perfective 
aspect (PFV), agent voice (AV), patient voice (PV), subject (SBJ), non-subject (NSBJ). 

Table 3 
Moderator variables: coding, levels and distributions.  

Variable Coding Level N 
observations 

Within- vs. 
between- 
subjects design 

0 Within-subjects 68 
1 Between-subjects 40 

Baseline 0 Alternate prime 94  
1 No prime 14 

Animacy 0 Controlled 57   
Animacy not relevant – Relative 
clause(Included as 0 not NA as 
otherwise automatically excluded 
from model) 

4  

1 Uncontrolled 24  
2 Favours dependent structure 23 

Prime repetition 0 Prime not repeated 76  
1 Prime repeated 32 

Lexical overlap 0 No overlap 85  
1 Overlap 23 

Structure 0 Passive 63  
1 Dative 22  
2 SVO-ba (Mandarin) 13  
3 Relative clause 4  
4 Symmetrical Voice Transitive 

(Tagalog) 
6 

Age  In months as z-score M = 59.35 
SD = 18.15 

Lag 0 Alternating design 74  
1 Blocked design 27  
2 Long blocked design 7 

Language  English 77   
German 2   
Italian 4   
Mandarin 13   
Norwegian 2   
Russian 1   
Spanish 3   
Tagalog 6  
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effect. This suggests prime repetition may facilitate abstract priming, 
with the effect weakening as children develop. We therefore included an 
interaction between prime repetition and age in the meta-analysis. 

Lexical overlap. In adults, lexical overlap between prime and target 
sentences (e.g., shared verb or noun) reliably boosts priming (Mahowald 
et al., 2016). In children, evidence for the lexical boost is more mixed. 
Some studies have found a lexical boost at a young age (Branigan et al., 
2005; Branigan & McLean, 2016; Savage et al., 2003), whilst others have 
only found the effect in older children (Kumarage et al., 2022; Rowland 
et al., 2012) or not at all (Foltz et al., 2015; Peter et al., 2015). The 
developmental trajectory of the lexical boost has implications for the-
ories of syntactic acquisition. A lexical boost effect that increases over 
development is in line with the prediction that lexically-based priming 
reflects developing explicit memory processes rather than implicit 
learning (Chang et al., 2012; Rowland et al., 2012), whilst a decreasing 
effect is in line with a transition from lexically-based to abstract syn-
tactic representation (Savage et al., 2003; Tomasello, 2003). We coded 
whether or not there was lexical overlap between prime and target using 
treatment contrasts (no lexical overlap, 0; lexical overlap, 1) and included 
an interaction with age. 

Structure. We found five structural alternations in the included studies: 
passive/active, double object dative/prepositional dative, Mandarin 
SVO/ba, relative clause/adjective-noun and patient-initial/agent-initial 
in Tagalog’s symmetrical voice transitive (see Table 2 for details). Since 
syntactic priming is stronger for infrequent structures (Ferreira, 2003; 
Jaeger & Snider, 2013; Kaschak et al., 2011), the strength of the priming 
effect may vary by structure. We used the passive alternation as the 
reference level with which to compare other structures because it is the 
most researched alternation and likely to be well estimated. Given 
children acquire different syntactic structures at different ages, the age 
at which children have abstract knowledge and therefore show abstract 
priming of a structure is likely to vary. We therefore included an inter-
action between structure and age. 

Age. A variety of developmental trajectories for abstract syntactic 
priming have been proposed. For example, Nativist accounts typically 
propose stable priming effects over development (Bencini & Valian, 
2008; Messenger & Fisher, 2018). Error-based learning in the Chang 
et al. (2006) model predicts that abstract priming can decrease as chil-
dren become better at predicting the prime sentences (lower error; Peter 
et al., 2015). However, the Chang et al. model also implicitly learns its 
syntactic representations from word sequences, so priming can also in-
crease during an early developmental period as structures become more 
abstract, since abstract structures increase the transfer of changes on the 
prime to the target. This is similar to the predictions of lexicalist ac-
counts such as Tomasello (2003). As mentioned above, age may also 
interact with prime repetition, lexical overlap and structure. We coded 
the average age in months of the sample for each observation. This value 
was converted to a z-score for our analyses. 

Lag. The observation of priming at long distances between prime and 
target led to the theory that priming is a form of implicit learning (Bock 
& Griffin, 2000). We coded three categories of lag between prime and 
target: alternating design, blocked design, and long blocked design. 
Studies which alternate between prime and target sentences are the most 
common. Several studies use a blocked design, where primes are pre-
sented as a block before children describe a block of targets. Hsu (2019) 
found that a blocked design showed a larger priming effect than an 
alternating design. Relatively few studies in children have investigated 
the length of time for which priming endures. Only three studies con-
tained conditions with long blocked designs with a delay of an hour 
(Hsu, 2019), a week (Kidd, 2012; Savage et al., 2006) or a month 
(Savage et al., 2006) between primes and targets. We excluded the lag 2 

condition from Branigan and McLean (2016) and Garraffa et al. (2018), 
where two sentences intervened between prime and target. To include 
multiple effect observations from the same sample of participants we 
required a reported or estimated correlation between observations, 
which was not available in this case. As with animacy and structure, we 
dummy coded this variable, with alternating design set as the reference 
level. 

Other variables 
We identified other potential moderator variables that, for several 

reasons, were not included in our analyses. Firstly, in some cases, there 
were too few observations of one level of the variable to make a 
reasonable comparison. For instance, only one study investigated 
priming in a second language (Gámez & Vasilyeva, 2015), ruling out a 
comparison between priming in a first and second language. Secondly, 
some variables would be suitable for a meta-analysis of a particular 
structure but not across structures. For example, several studies have 
investigated the influence of verb-type (i.e. agent-patient, experiencer- 
theme, theme-experiencer; Bidgood et al., 2020; Messenger, Branigan, 
McLean, & Sorace, 2012) on priming of the active–passive alternation; 
however, this variable cannot be generalised across the other structural 
alternations so could not be included. Thirdly, other variables were 
precluded from inclusion because of confounds. Task type was 
confounded with structure, with stem completion typically used in 
studies of the dative alternation and picture description for other 
structures. Similarly, for priming paradigm, the bingo game was used 
almost exclusively in studies of the dative alternation, whilst studies of 
other structures used the snap game or picture description.1 We recorded 
the language in which the study was conducted but could not include it 
as a moderator or random effect. In the case of Mandarin and Tagalog, 
language is confounded with structure (SVO/ba, symmetrical voice 
transitive), preventing its inclusion as a moderator. In addition, most 
studies were conducted in English, with very few observations from 
other languages, reflecting a common bias in the field (Kidd & Garcia, 
2022). A random effects structure is unlikely to be sensibly estimated in 
this case and so we did not include random effects by language. Finally, 
we could only include a limited number of moderators (as a rough rule, 
Borenstein et al. (2009) recommend approximately 10 observations per 
moderator). We coded but did not analyse the influence of: the number 
of confederates (as in Mahowald et al., 2016), the number and frequency 
of filler items, and lax vs. strict coding of responses. This information is 
included in the Data Collection Form accessible on our OSF site. 

Statistical methods 

We ran our analyses in R (version 4.3.2; R Core Team, 2022). We 
used tidyverse packages for data manipulation (version 2.0.0; Wickham 
et al., 2019) and the metafor package for meta-analysis functions (version 
4.4–0; Viechtbauer, 2010). All data and code is available on our OSF site 
(https://osf.io/k6z8g/). 

Effect size 
The first step in meta-analysis is to compute a common effect size 

across studies (Borenstein et al., 2009). We chose to compute a log odds 

Table 4 
Example cell count data.   

Dependent response Alternate response 

Primed a b 
Unprimed c d  

1 We thank an anonymous reviewer for suggesting the analysis of priming 
paradigm. Whilst we could not include it as a moderator due to this confound 
we discuss its potential impacts in the discussion. 
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ratio (LOR) as the effect size for each observation based on raw cell 
count data. The LOR is appropriate for binary outcome data, such as in 
syntactic priming studies, where participants respond with either the 
dependent or alternate structure (e.g., passive or active: Jaeger, 2008). 
In addition, studies reported a mixture of ANOVAs and logistic mixed 
models in their results section. These are difficult to combine due to the 
different statistics than can be extracted from them. Lastly, LORs taken 
directly from reported mixed models would not be equivalent if those 
models used different fixed effects or random effects structures. Calcu-
lating a LOR from cell count data, which is routinely reported in syn-
tactic priming studies, combats these issues. 

We calculated the LOR using the escalc function in the metafor 
package. This takes the number of responses in each condition (as in 
Table 4) and calculates the LOR using Equation 2.2 This calculation 
cannot handle 0 scores in Table 4 so values of a, b, c and d were adjusted 
beforehand using Smithson and Verkuilen’s (2006) approach. The pro-
portion of dependent responses in each condition was adjusted using Eq. 
(1), where N is the number of participants in that condition. This pro-
portion was then multiplied by N to calculate a and c, and (1 – Padjusted) 
was multiplied by N to calculate b and d. 

The escalc function also calculates the associated variance, or sam-
pling variance, for each LOR effect size using Eq. (3). We adjust this 
escalc calculated sampling variance for within-subjects designs and for 
two definitions of sample size. We next explain these issues in ac-
counting for sampling variance, as well as our approach to accounting 
for two other forms of variance. 

Padjusted =
P(N − 1) + 0.5

N
(1)  

LOR = ln(
ad
bc
) (2)  

VLOR =
1
a
+

1
b
+

1
c
+

1
d

(3)  

Variance: Accounting for complex data structure using multilevel meta- 
analysis 

The nature of the developmental syntactic priming literature leads to 
three sources of variance in effect sizes: sampling variance, between- 
study variance, and within-study variance. We conducted a multilevel 
meta-analysis to account for all three sources of variance, as detailed 
below. 

Sampling variance. The escalc function automatically calculates the LOR 
and its associated sampling variance, or sampling error, as per Equation 
(3). Sampling variance is used to weight studies, or more accurately, 
observations, by their precision, giving more weight to more precise 
observations (Borenstein et al., 2009). It is mostly influenced by sample 
size and reflects sampling error in the estimation of an effect (Borenstein 
et al., 2009). 

Multiple responses per participant. Log odds ratios have typically been 
used in the meta-analysis of clinical trials where each outcome comes 
from a separate participant (e.g., cured vs. not cured). In syntactic 
priming studies, participants provide multiple responses per condition. 
Calculating sampling variance using Nresponses ignores the dependence 
between responses from the same participant. However, calculating 
sampling variance using Nparticipants dramatically reduces the power of 
the analysis and does not account for the true number of responses. In 
line with Mahowald et al. (2016), we calculated sampling variance using 
both Nresponses and Nparticipants. To do this, we followed the procedure 
described in the Effect size section twice, first multiplying Padjusted by 

Nresponses to calculate the adjusted values of a, b, c and d, and second 
using Nparticipants. Our results section reports results from analyses using 
both forms of variance. 

Within- vs. Between-Subjects designs. The use of a within-subjects 
design also affects precision: the primed and unprimed conditions are 
likely to be correlated due to individual participants’ tendency to pro-
duce the dependent structure. In other words, comparing participants to 
themselves reduces error and increases precision. Sampling variance 
should be calculated accordingly (Morris & DeShon, 2002). 

Therefore, we adjusted our sampling variance estimates for within- 
subjects studies using the Becker-Balagtas method (Becker & Balagtas, 
1993) as described in Stedman et al. (2011). Equation (4) can be used 
instead of Equation (3) to calculate sampling variance if we know p, the 
correlation between production of the dependent structure in the primed 
and unprimed conditions (Stedman et al., 2011). The correlation, p, is 
used to calculate s (Equation (6)), and s to calculate Δ (Equation (5)). 
Then Δ and n, the total number of responses, can be used to calculate an 
adjustment to the sampling variance (Equation (4)). 

VLOR =
1
a
+

1
b
+

1
c
+

1
d
−

Δ
2n

(4)  

Δ = n2
(

ns − ab
abcd

)

(5)  

s =
p

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
abcd

√
+ ab

n
(6) 

The correlation, p, between production of the dependent structure in 
the primed and unprimed conditions is not reported in syntactic priming 
studies. However, raw data available to the authors from the Canberra 
Longitudinal Child Language study (Donnelly et al., in press; Kidd et al., 
2018; Kumarage et al., 2022) allowed us to estimate it at r = .35. 
Appendix B details how correlations between conditions were esti-
mated. Using p = .35, the adjusted sampling variance was calculated for 
studies with within-subjects designs. All analyses (both Nresponses and 
Nparticipants) use sampling variance corrected for within-subjects designs. 

Between-Study variance. Traditional meta-analysis assumes that each 
study estimates the same true effect size with differences between 
studies due only to sampling error (Borenstein et al., 2009). However, 
effects are likely to vary between studies due to factors outside of control 
or moderators not included in analysis (Borenstein et al., 2009). 
Including a random effects structure allows us to instead assume that 
there is distribution of true effects, which differ due to sampling error 
and heterogeneity in effect sizes. We therefore included random in-
tercepts by observation nested within study. This adds the assumption 
that effect sizes vary both within- and between-studies due to hetero-
geneity, not just sampling error. 

Within-Study variance. This meta-analysis includes 108 observations 
from 37 studies. Ignoring the dependence between effect sizes from the 
same study is a common mistake in meta-analyses (e.g., 9 of the 20 most 
highly cited meta-analyses in the exercise science field of strength and 
conditioning did not account for this dependence; Kadlec et al., 2022). 
Treating correlated effect sizes as independent observations is prob-
lematic because it assumes they contribute independent information, 
which can inflate the strength of evidence for an effect and assigns more 
weight to studies with multiple observations (Borenstein et al., 2009). A 
multilevel meta-analysis allows the inclusion of multiple dependent ef-
fect sizes within a single analysis. Several types of dependence between 
observations were present in our data set and we describe how we 
accounted for each below. 

Independent groups. Multiple observations from independent samples 
within the same study result from manipulating moderators between- 
subjects. For example, comparing different age groups, or assigning 
children to either the prime repetition or no repetition condition. 

2 We excluded other responses from our calculation of the LOR. However, 
Appendix C compares results including and excluding other responses for a 
subset of studies that reported the frequencies of other responses. 
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Despite having independent samples, effects from the same study are 
likely to be subject to the same uncontrolled variables or moderators. 
Specifying random effects that are nested by study allows us to account 
for the possibility that independent effects from the same study may be 
more similar than independent effects from different studies. 

Shared comparison groups. When two or more experimental condi-
tions are compared to the same baseline, the observations in those 
conditions will be correlated. We specified which group of participants 
within a study was primed and unprimed in each observation using the 
grp1 and grp2 arguments in metafor’s vcalc function, and the number of 
participants or responses in each group using w1 and w2. The vcalc 
function uses this information to calculate the correlation between ob-
servations and the variance–covariance matrix used in multilevel meta- 
analysis (Viechtbauer, 2010). 

Multiple outcomes. Several studies manipulated lexical overlap or 
target structure (passive vs. dative) within-subjects, leading to multiple 
dependent outcomes. Treating these observations as independent as-
sumes the correlation between them is 0, despite them coming from the 
same sample of participants. Another common approach is to use an 
average effect size and variance. However, this implicitly assumes that 
the correlation between the effects is 1, or that they do not contribute 
any extra information as separate observations (for detailed discussion 
see Borenstein et al., 2009). It also prevents the analysis of moderators in 
studies where they are manipulated within-subjects, and therefore more 
precisely estimated. Borenstein et al. (2009) recommend using a plau-
sible correlation over assuming an extreme of either 0 or 1. 

We estimated correlations between priming with and without lexical 
overlap, and between passive and dative priming (see Table 5). 
Appendix B details how these were calculated from priming data from 
the Canberra Longitudinal Child Language project (Donnelly et al., in 
press; Kidd et al., 2018; Kumarage et al., 2022). Using these estimates, 
vcalc was used to calculate a variance–covariance matrix for dependent 
observations, which was specified in our meta-analysis.3 

Multiple timepoints. Some studies measured priming at more than 
one timepoint. Branigan and Messenger (2016) conducted two priming 
sessions one week apart. They reported the correlation between these 
sessions which we were able to specify in our meta-analysis. Kumarage 
et al. (2022) conducted four priming sessions over 18 months. The data 
from this study were available to calculate correlations between the 
sessions, which we specified in our meta-analysis. Kidd (2012), Fazekas 
et al. (2020), and Savage et al. (2006) instead primed children at only 
one time but recorded target responses at more than one timepoint after 
this. The correlations between the test, posttest (immediately after a 
prime phase), and long posttest (one week later) timepoints from Kidd 
(2012) were provided by the author. The data from Fazekas (2020) were 
available to calculate correlations between the baseline, test, and two 
posttest (immediately after test) conditions. We specified the provided 
and calculated correlations from these two studies in our meta-analysis 
and used an average of these correlations as an estimate for the corre-
lation between timepoints for Savage et al., (2006; see Appendix B). 
Using this estimate of .242, vcalc was used to calculate the 

variance–covariance matrix for this study, which was then specified in 
our meta-analysis. 

Results 

We report results for two different meta-analytic models because we 
calculated sampling variance in two ways. Using the number of re-
sponses as sample size ignores the fact that, unlike in clinical trials, 
participants in priming studies provide multiple responses, which will 
depend on an individual’s tendency to produce the target structure. 
Using the number of participants as the sample size is more conservative 
but ignores the extra information provided by collecting multiple re-
sponses from each participant. All models included random effects of 
observation nested within study and a variance–covariance matrix 
specifying reported or estimated correlations between observations. 

Overall effect size and heterogeneity 
We first ran models without moderators to estimate an overall effect 

size and the heterogeneity in observations. For both models, profile- 
likelihood plots indicated the variance components could be estimated 
and DFBETA values revealed no influential observations. Residuals were 
normally distributed for the first model and showed slightly less vari-
ance than expected for the second. 

Table 6 displays the results of these models. In both, the overall 
priming effect is significant with odds ratios larger than one, indicating 
greater odds of producing the dependent structure in the primed than 
unprimed condition. The magnitude of this effect is medium-to-large: 
when converted to odds ratios, the LORs translate to an effect of 3.6 
to 4.2 times greater odds of the dependent structure in the primed than 
unprimed condition, or a Cohen’s d of 0.70–––0.80 (multiplying the LOR 
by 

̅̅
3

√

π converts it to Cohen’s d; Borenstein et al., 2009). Fig. 2 shows a 
forest plot of all included effect sizes and the estimated overall effect 
from the first model. 

We also observe significant heterogeneity relative to overall variance 
(Q1(107) = 698.15, p < .001; Q2(107) = 149.23, p < .01). That is, there 
is significant variance not explained by sampling error. Estimates of I2 

indicate this remaining heterogeneity is substantial in the first model, at 
about 85 % of the observed variance. In the second model, we used a 
more conservative estimate of sampling variance and the remaining 
heterogeneity reduced to 39 % of observed variance. An investigation of 
theorised moderators of the priming effect is warranted in both cases; 
however, the power to detect heterogeneity differs between our two 
models. This difference in power can be attributed to the more and less 
conservative calculations of sampling variance because lower power of 
individual studies can reduce overall power to detect heterogeneity 
(Borenstein et al., 2009). 

Moderator analyses 
We next ran models that included our identified moderator variables: 

Table 5 
Estimated correlations between priming conditions.  

Structure Overlap Correlation estimate 

Same Same 1  
Different .20 

Different Same .15  
Different .06  

Table 6 
Results of multilevel meta-analytic models without moderators.   

N responses N subjects 

Estimate (log odds ratio) 1.44 
1.20 | 1.69 
p < .001*** 

1.27 
1.01 | 1.53 
p < .001*** 

Odds ratio 4.24 3.55 
Cohen’s d 0.80 0.70 
Q 698.15 

df = 107 
p < .001*** 

149.23 
df = 107 
p = .005** 

Variance 0.675  0.823  
Sampling variance 0.102 15.12% 0.504 61.22% 
I2 0.573 84.88% 0.319 38.78% 
Between-study  48.27%  25.33% 
Within-study  36.61%  13.45%  

3 Two studies manipulated animacy within subjects (Buckle et al., 2017; 
Vasilyeva & Gámez, 2015). Since we had no estimate of the correlation between 
dependent animacy conditions, these conditions were combined into a single 
observation per sample coded as uncontrolled animacy. 
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Fig. 2. Forest plot for meta-analysis using N responses.  
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design (between- vs. within-subjects), baseline (alternate structure 
prime, no prime), animacy (uncontrolled, controlled, favourable), age, 
prime repetition (and interaction with age), lexical overlap (and inter-
action with age), structure (passive, dative, relative clause, SVO-ba, SV- 
Transitive; and interaction with age), and lag (alternating, blocked, 
long-blocked). Residuals for both models showed less variability than 
expected, likely due to slight overfitting after including moderators of 
the effect. Profile-likelihood plots showed that variance components 
were adequately estimated. We identified the second post-test condition 
of Fazekas et al. (2020) as an outlier with large influence over param-
eters in the model by examining DFBETAS values and running models 
with and without the outlier. We report results excluding this outlier. 

The moderator models successfully explained remaining 

heterogeneity. The test of moderators was significant for both models (F 
(19,17) = 5.22, p < .001; F(19,17) = 4.42, p < .01), indicating that a 
significant portion of heterogeneity is explained by predictors in the 
model. This is illustrated in Fig. 3, which shows that non-sampling 
variance is reduced after including moderators. After accounting for 
moderators there was significant residual heterogeneity in the Nresponses 
model, Q(87) = 230.79, p < .001, but not the Nsubjects model, Q(87) =
53.55, p = .998. 

Table 7 displays the results of the moderator models. The intercept is 
significant in both models, indicating a significant priming effect in the 
baseline-coded condition of all our moderators. That is, the model pre-
dicts a significant priming effect for a within-subjects study of the pas-
sive in 59.35-month-olds, which compares to an active-primed baseline, 

Fig. 3. Proportion of sampling variance and non-sampling variance in models including and excluding moderator variables.  

Table 7 
Results of meta-analyses including moderator variables.   

N responses N subjects  

β CI p β CI p 

Intercept  0.94 0.56 | 1.31  <.001***  1.03 0.66 | 1.39  <.001*** 
Between subjects  1.02 0.57 | 1.47  <.001***  1.02 0.35 | 1.70  .003** 
Baseline  − 0.34 − 0.88 | 0.19  .207  − 0.22 − 0.95 | 0.52  .563 
Animacy       

Uncontrolled  − 0.18 − 0.72 | 0.36  .489  0.03 − 0.73 | 0.78  .938 
Favourable  0.54 0.06 | 1.02  .028*  0.38 − 0.16 | 0.92  .159 

Prime repetition  0.28 − 0.07 | 0.63  .117  0.06 − 0.37 | 0.49  .785 
Lexical overlap  0.77 0.39 | 1.15  <.001***  0.74 0.28 | 1.19  .002** 
Structure       

Dative  − 0.71 − 1.04 | − 0.38  <.001***  − 0.85 − 1.26 | − 0.44  <.001*** 
SVO-ba  0.27 − 0.34 | 0.89  .364  0.16 − 0.48 | 0.80  .611 
RC  1.84 0.27 | 3.41  .024*  1.8 − 0.91 | 4.50  .179 
SV-Transitive  − 0.92 − 1.69 | − 0.15  .021*  − 1.03 − 1.66 | − 0.41  .003** 

Age  0.02 − 0.15 | 0.19  .835  0.07 − 0.16 | 0.32  .566 
Lag       

0 vs block  − 0.14 − 0.52 | 0.24  .461  − 0.19 − 0.76 | 0.30  .484 
0 vs long  − 0.25 − 0.92 | 0.41  .454  − 0.14 − 1.23 | 0.95  .797 

Prime repetition*Age  0.23 − 0.17 | 0.63  .263  0.01 − 0.51 | 0.50  .978 
Lexical overlap*Age  − 0.09 − 0.58 | 0.40  .704  − 0.26 − 0.87 | 0.34  .389 
Structure*Age       

Dative  0.03 − 0.27 | 0.33  .842  0.07 − 0.35 | 0.50  .735 
SVO-ba  − 0.2 − 0.68 | 0.27  .398  − 0.23 − 0.89 | 0.43  .497 
RC  − 0.4 − 3.61 | 2.81  .795  − 0.22 − 5.79 | 5.35  .936 
SV-Transitive  0.06 − 0.36 | 0.49  .764  − 0.03 − 0.55 | 0.49  .906  
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controls for animacy, has no lexical overlap, no prime repetition and no 
lag between prime and target. Fig. 4 shows the model-predicted LOR at 
treatment levels of moderators for the model using Nresponses (Fig. 4a: 
main effects, Fig. 4b: interaction effects). For example, the predicted 
priming effect for within-subjects studies (baseline level, 0) is shown by 
the Main effect (intercept), whilst the predicted priming effect for 
between-subjects studies (treatment level, 1) is shown under 
Moderators. 

The priming effect was significantly larger in studies using between- 
subjects designs. We adjusted for the increased precision of within- 
subjects designs, where the primed and unprimed conditions are 
correlated due to individual rates of producing the dependent structure, 
using the Becker-Balagtas method. Therefore, a remaining difference 
between study designs suggests that there is a factor besides this cor-
relation which differs between them (Morris & DeShon, 2002). 

Controlling animacy did not have a significant effect on the size of 
the priming effect. However, using animacy configurations that fav-
oured the dependent structure did significantly increase the size of the 
priming effect in the more powerful (Nresponses as sample size) model. 

Studies with lexical overlap between prime and target showed larger 
priming effects than those with no lexical overlap. We note that 

including the second posttest condition of Fazekas et al. (2020) reduced 
the size of the lexical overlap effect for both models and produced a 
significant lexical overlap*age interaction in the Nsubjects model, with a 
decreasing lexical boost over development. This observation is unusual 
in combining lexical overlap with a long lag between prime and target 
and found no priming. The reduced priming effect is likely due to the 
lexical boost being short-lived (Branigan & McLean, 2016) rather than 
the older age of the sample. Since removing this single observation 
eliminates the interaction effect, we interpret the evidence to support a 
non-significant interaction effect. 

The structural alternation significantly affected the size of the 
priming effect. Studies of the dative alternation reported smaller effects 
than those of the passive. In fact, Fig. 4a shows that the model-predicted 
priming effect is no longer significant in dative studies, with the null 
effect of 0 contained within the 95 % confidence interval. Studies of the 
relative clause reported larger effects than the passive in the more 
powerful model; however, there were only two studies of this structure. 
Similar caution should be applied when interpreting the non-significant 
model-predicted priming effect in observations of the Tagalog SV- 
Transitive alternation: there were 6 observations from 6 samples, all 
from the same study. 

Fig. 4. Size of model-predicted priming effect under different experimental conditions for (a) main effects and (b) interaction effects.  
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There were no effects of baseline type (no prime or alternate prime), 
prime repetition, lag between prime and target, or age. There was also 
no significant interaction between age and other moderators: Fig. 4b 
shows that the effects of prime repetition, lexical overlap and structure 
were constant across age. 

Assessing publication bias 

Studies with significant results or larger effect sizes are more likely to 
be published than those with smaller or null results (Dickersin, 2005; 
Franco et al., 2014). In meta-analyses, synthesising the results of a 
biased sample of studies can then lead to spurious findings. This is 
common in psychology, with a recent estimate that 60 % of meta- 
analyses in psychology overestimate the evidence for an effect (Bartoš 
et al., 2023). For an example in psycholinguistics, the widely accepted 
bilingual advantage in executive functioning has more recently been 
attributed to publication bias (de Bruin et al., 2015; Lehtonen et al., 
2018). In the syntactic priming literature, Mahowald et al. (2016) found 
their meta-analysis of studies in adults was not overly influenced by 
publication bias. We expected a similar finding if the child literature is 
comparable and given that in the developmental context null results can 
themselves be of interest (e.g., Savage et al. (2003) reported 3-year-olds 
were not primed in the absence of lexical overlap). 

Funnel plots aid in detecting publication bias by depicting the rela-
tionship between study precision and effect size. More precise studies 
with smaller standard errors tend to cluster around the estimated effect 
size at the top of the plot. In a sample of studies without publication bias, 
smaller studies with larger standard errors towards the bottom of the 
plot will be symmetrically distributed around the estimated effect size. 
However, if studies suffer from publication bias, funnel plot asymmetry 
is observed, wherein small studies with null effects are missing from the 
bottom left. Funnel plot asymmetry should be assessed statistically, not 
just visually. We used a test conceptually similar to Egger’s regression 
test and Peters’ regression test (Egger et al., 1997; Peters et al., 2006). It 
is not possible to execute these tests in a multi-level meta-analysis 
containing dependent sampling variances.4 Instead, we added the in-
verse of sample size to the meta-regression as a moderator. If study 
precision, as indexed by inverse sample size, significantly predicts the 
size of the overall effect, we can conclude there is funnel plot asym-
metry. We use inverse sample size rather than the variance or standard 
error of the LOR because these are already mathematically dependent on 
the size of the LOR (Peters et al., 2006). 

Fig. 5 shows funnel plots for models including and excluding mod-
erators, with a circle indicating where we may expect missing obser-
vations to be in asymmetrical plots. Funnel plots for the models without 
moderators show a somewhat asymmetrical distribution of effects when 
using number of responses as sample size, and more so when using the 
number of participants as sample size (Fig. 5a and b). This is confirmed 
by marginally significant funnel plot asymmetry for the first model, but 
significant asymmetry for the second. Asymmetry can indicate publi-
cation bias, but also heterogeneity in observations (Sterne et al., 2011). 
In both plots, observations do not narrow around the overall estimate 
with increased precision. This can also indicate substantial heteroge-
neity in effect sizes (Sterne et al., 2011). For example, Kidd (2012) had a 
large sample size but reported an observation of no priming in the long 
post-test condition (one week after priming), Branigan et al. (2005) and 
Foltz et al. (2015) had small sample sizes but investigated priming in the 
relative clause, finding large priming effects. The manipulation of lag 
and the structure may be better predictors of the size of the effect than 
sample size in these cases. 

Funnel plots for the models including moderators plot standard error 
against residual value rather than observed outcome – thus taking 

moderators into account. Both funnel plots are fairly symmetrical (see 
Fig. 5c and d) and the inverse of sample size did not significantly predict 
effect size in either model containing moderators. This suggests there is 
no evidence for publication bias in the priming literature once ac-
counting for different manipulations in studies of different sizes. 

Power analysis 

Following Mahowald et al. (2016), we conducted several simulations 
to estimate the power of observing a significant priming effect with and 
without lexical overlap at incrementally increasing values of partici-
pants and items. To make our estimates more relevant to the child lan-
guage literature, we made a few different decisions than Mahowald et al. 
(2016). They simulated experiments in which each participant (P) saw 
each word (W) once, resulting in a data frame with P*W rows. A ‘word’ 
here corresponds mostly to a verb, since the majority of priming studies 
test argument structure alternations, and it is this sense in which we use 
it. Because child languages studies often use a smaller set of verbs than 
adult studies, it is common for participants to see each word twice or 
more. Thus, we simulated data where each participant saw each word 
twice, resulting in data frames of P*W*2 rows. However, we only 
simulated random effects by subject and by item (i.e., verb), and not by 
the interaction between subject and item. While it is very possible that 
this standard deviation is non-zero in this population, these effects 
would be very difficult to estimate given the sample sizes of most child 
language studies, and models estimating them would be very unlikely to 
converge (especially with only 2 unique values per crossing of partici-
pant and item). Following Mahowald et al. (2016), we removed 20 % of 
observations at random to simulate missing data. 

Mahowald et al. (2016) estimated random effect standard deviations 
from their validation model, a generalized linear mixed model fit to raw 
data they had available. We suspect between-participant and between- 
item heterogeneity in child priming studies will be larger than that 
typically observed adult priming studies, given that child language 
samples often contain wide age ranges and participants with varying 
levels of linguistic proficiency. We therefore considered two empirically- 
based random effects structures. To do so, we first collected the by- 
participant and by-item random intercepts and random slopes (for 
priming) from eight analyses reported in two recent developmental 
studies of priming, one focused on the passive (Kumarage et al., 2022) 
and one focused on the dative (Donnelly et al., in press). We took the 
mean of each of these standard deviations as our average scenario and 
the highest standard deviation as a high variability scenario. We simu-
lated (and estimated) uncorrelated random effects for each scenario. 

Power analyses for detecting a priming effect 

Given that children produce the relevant grammatical structures at 
very low rates, we chose a value of − 2 as our intercept (corresponding to 
a probability of .12). For models of main effects, we simulated from the 
models in Equations (7) and (8). 

Model without lexical overlap: 

Pr(Structure) = logit− 1( − 2 + τ1i + λ1j + Prime*
(
0.94 + τ2i + λ2j

) )
(7) 

Model with lexical overlap: 

Pr(Structure) = logit− 1( − 2 + τ1i + λ1j + Prime*
(
1.71 + τ2i + λ2j

) )
(8) 

We assume a priming effect of 0.94 and 1.71 respectively, which are 
the estimated priming effects taken from our meta-analysis including 
moderators. Importantly, as the active/passive alternation was the 
reference level, these effect sizes estimate passive priming. These sim-
ulations correspond to a within-subjects design, where prime was coded 
as +/-.5, τ is a matrix of by-participant random effects, and λ is a matrix 
of by-item random effects. Random effects values for the two scenarios 
(average and high variability) are shown in Table 8. Overall, then, we 

4 For discussion of this issue by Wolfgang Viechtbauer, see https://stats.sta 
ckexchange.com/q/155875. 
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considered 4 scenarios (2 random effects specifications with each main 
effect specified above). We simulated 1000 data sets for each crossing of 
participant number (20, 30, 40, 60, 80, 100 and 200) and item number 
(6, 8, 10, 12, 18, 24, 30), fitting the above model to each data set. Note 
that each item corresponded to two trials, not one, since we assumed 
most developmental priming studies would repeat words across trials. 

One challenge in power analysis with mixed models is handling non- 
convergent models. While it is advisable to consider the full random 
effect structure implied by the design (Barr et al., 2013), such models are 
often empirically unidentified, resulting in non-convergent model with 
unreliable parameter estimates (Bates et al., 2015). This is likely exac-
erbated in developmental priming research, where between-participant 
variability is high and mean productions of the target structure are low. 
Because these data were simulated, we knew a priori that the random 
effect structure specified in the model was the correct one, and we 
included all models in our main power calculations. However, we also 
report on the number of non-convergent models (See Appendix D).5 

We plot the power for detecting a significant abstract priming effect 

(with and without overlap) at average and high levels of between- 
participant and between-item heterogeneity in Fig. 6. The average 
priming study in the present meta-analysis included 49.27 subjects and 
9.08 items. Our analyses suggest that this as an adequate number of 
participants and items to detect a significant priming effect with lexical 
overlap, but results in less power to observe significant effect without 
lexical overlap (~.67) when between-participant and between-item 
variability are average. In the latter case, relatively small increases in 
the number of items and participants would yield power close to or 
above .8. However, when between-participant and between-item het-
erogeneity are especially high, the average sample size is close to 
adequately powered for effects with lexical overlap (~.75) but consid-
erably underpowered to detect priming effects without lexical overlap 
(~.36). It will be especially challenging to reach sufficient levels of 
power for detecting priming effects without overlap under such high 
levels of variability, given the number of items needed (24 or 30 words 
corresponding to 48 or 60 trials). However, reasonable increases in the 
number of participants and items may yield sufficient power to detect a 
priming effect with lexical overlap. At the same time, we think these 
high-variability estimates are overly conservative (given the large 

Fig. 5. Funnel plots for meta-analysis models (a) without moderators, using Nresponses, (b) without moderators, using Nsubjects, (c) including moderators, using 
Nresponses, and (d) including moderators, using Nsubjects. 

Table 8 
Values of random effects for power simulations of the priming effect.  

Variability τ1 τ2 λ1 λ2 

Average  1.85  0.81  1.07  0.77 
High  2.20  1.24  1.92  1.59  

5 A small number of iterations (roughly 4.5% for simulations of both priming 
effects and interactions) produced implausible standard errors (<.1) or, in very 
rare cases implausible effect sizes (> 5 or < − 5 on the logit scale). Because 
these estimation errors would lead to significant results, we removed these it-
erations from power calculations. We report on the number of iterations pro-
ducing implausible values for each scenario (range 0––16% of iterations) in 
Appendix D. We have also posted power calculations with these values included 
to file Supp 1 on the OSF site. 
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random effect standard deviations) and might be expected in sample 
with (a) a very wide age range of participants or linguistic abilities (as in 
studies of clinical populations), and (b) constructions that have very 
strong verb biases, such that some verbs consistently elicit one con-
struction or the other. Nonetheless, our results suggest that while the 
average sample size in the field is likely to be sufficiently powered to 
observe priming effects, power estimates are affected by the size of 
random effects, and researchers should carefully consider the degree of 
between-participant and between-item heterogeneity when designing 
their studies. 

Power analyses for detecting an interaction 

We next conducted simulations testing the power for detecting in-
teractions of various magnitudes between prime and some other factor 

B. We included four random effects by random factor: a random inter-
cept, a random slope for prime, a random slope for B and a random slope 
for the interaction. We used the average by-participant and by-item 
random slopes for prime from the previous simulations. As it was un-
clear what the random slope on the interaction should be, we divided the 
random slopes for the priming effect by 2, under the assumption that 
individual differences in the interactions would generally be smaller 
than individual differences in priming. We also included by-participant 
and by-item random effects for the main effect of B, though we assumed 
its fixed effect was 0. We simulated these random effects because lme4 
(Bates et al., 2015) estimates these by default when including random 
slopes for prime*B, and if their true value was 0, the model will likely 
not converge. 

We simulated from the model in Equation (9) where prime and B 
were coded as .5, − .5 and M was the magnitude of the interaction effect. 

Fig. 6. Power estimates for priming effect with and without lexical overlap at average and high levels of heterogeneity.  
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Model with interaction effect: 

Y = logit− 1(− 2+τ1i + λ1j +Prime*
(
0.94 + τ2i + λ2j

)
+
(
τ3i + λ3j

)
*B

+
(
M + τ4i + λ4j

)
*B*Prime

(9)  

Msmall = 0.4; Mmedium = 0.8;Mlarge = 1.6 

We considered interactions of three magnitudes, 0.4, 0.8 and 1.6 on 
the logit scale, corresponding to a small, medium and large effect. As 
interactions on the logit scale can be difficult to interpret (especially 
since the variables for prime condition and the interaction are on 
different scales), we present the difference (and ratio) between priming 
effects at each level of B for each of the three interaction sizes considered 
on the probability scale (see Table 9). For each of the three simulated 
interaction sizes (0.4, 0.8, and 1.6), the crossed factors of Prime and B 
indicate the probability of producing the relevant construction. The 
column Priming effect at level of B (Additive) presents the priming effect as 
a difference score (e.g., Pr(Passive | Passive Prime) – Pr(Passive | Active 
Prime)) at each level of B. The column Priming effect at level of B (Ratio) 
presents the priming effect at each level of B as a ratio (e.g., Pr(Passive | 
Passive Prime)/Pr(Passive | Active Prime)). The columns Difference in 
priming effect represent the difference in priming effects across levels of B 
(as a difference score and a ratio). From these numbers, we can see that 
an interaction of 0.4 indicates a 4.4 percentage point difference in the 
priming effect across conditions, an interaction of 0.8 indicates a 7.9 
percentage point difference in the magnitude of the priming effects 
across conditions, and an interaction of 1.6 indicates a 17.5 percentage 
point difference. The latter scenario reflects a situation where partici-
pants produce a large priming effect in one condition (being roughly 4.5 
times more likely to produce the target structure after being primed by it 
than being primed by an alternative structure) and almost no priming 
effect in the other condition. 

We simulated 100 data sets at each crossing of number of partici-
pants and number of items considered in the previous analyses,6 and 
report on the proportion of significant interactions in each. In addition, 
we calculated the Type M and Type S error rates for each simulation 
(Gelman & Carlin, 2014). In low powered studies, only extreme results 
are significant. As a result, samples that do reach significance in low 
powered studies may substantially overestimate the magnitude of the 
true effect or even have the wrong sign. The Type M error rate is the ratio 
of the average observed effect size to the true effect size amongst sta-
tistically significant studies. The Type S error rate is the proportion of 
statistically significant effects that have the wrong sign (Gelman & 
Carlin, 2014). Power, Type M and Type S Error rates for each effect size 
are displayed in Figs. 7, 8, and 9 respectively. Note that the Type S error 
rate for large effect sizes was 0 at all sample sizes, so we omit this figure. 

The results reveal that current samples sizes are likely too small to 
detect interactions with sufficient power. Detection of small interactions 
in particular may be very resource-intensive (requiring for example 400 
participants paired with 30 items and 60 trials to reach a power of .8). 
Detection of medium interactions may be more achievable with larger 

than typical sample sizes (N = 80 to 100 with 18 items and 36 trials). 
Detection of large interactions with adequate power will require modest 
increases in the number of participants and items (for example, to 60 
participants or to 12 items and 24 trials). These results also reveal that 
statistically significant small-to-medium sized interactions may repre-
sent substantial over-estimates of the true effect sizes (for example, at 
current sample sizes, significant results may over-estimate true small 
effects by a factor of 3.31 and medium effects by a factor of 1.99) and, 
particularly in the case of small interactions, may reflect a non-trivial 
number of sign errors (for example, 10 % of significant tests of small 
interactions observed in samples of 40 participants and 8 items had the 
wrong sign). 

Discussion 

In this paper we ran the first meta-analysis of syntactic priming 
studies in children. We found evidence for a medium-to-large main ef-
fect, with substantial heterogeneity but with no evidence for publication 
bias. However, the publication bias analysis did not apply to moderator 
effects and our power analyses suggest that the average developmental 
priming study is likely to be underpowered, especially concerning the 
detection of moderators. Once aggregating studies, the factors that 
significantly influenced the size of a study’s effect were: (i) within- or 
between-subjects design, (ii) lexical overlap, (iii) structural alternation 
studied, and (iv) the animacy of verb arguments. We discuss each of 
these results in turn. 

Size and significance of the effect 

We found a significant overall syntactic priming effect, estimated at a 
log odds ratio of 1.42, or more conservatively estimated as 1.25. Con-
verted to Cohen’s d this is a medium-to-large effect of 0.78 or 0.69. 
Bergmann et al. (2018) found a median effect size of Cohen’s d = 0.45 
(range 0.12 – 1.24) across 12 meta-analyses of effects in language 
acquisition studies conducted with children aged 0–5 years. Our finding 
places the syntactic priming effect within the typical range of effect sizes 
in language acquisition, although priming is typically investigated in 
slightly older children. In comparison to adults, the effect is numerically 
larger than the effect reported in Mahowald et al.’s (2016) meta-analysis 
of syntactic priming studies in adults. After controlling for moderators 
(e.g. lexical overlap and between-subjects design, which both signifi-
cantly increased the size of the effect), in the Nresponses model, the esti-
mated log odds ratio was 0.94 [95 % CI, 0.58, 1.29] or Cohen’s d = 0.52. 
In comparison, after controlling for moderators (including lexical 
overlap), Mahowald et al. (2016) reported a log odds ratio of 0.52 [95 % 
CI, 0.22, 0.82] or Cohen’s d = 0.29 across syntactic priming studies in 
adults. 

Moderators of the effect 

As expected, given the range of design choices and variables 
manipulated in syntactic priming experiments, there was significant 
heterogeneity in the overall syntactic priming effect. Even after 
including moderators in the analysis, there was significant 

Table 9 
Simulated interactions of priming effects and factor B.  

Interaction B level Prime level Priming effect at level of B Difference in priming effect  

.5 − .5 Additive Ratio Additive Ratio 

Small (0.4)  .5  .193  .071  .122  2.72 .044 1.42  
− .5  .164  .086  .078  1.91 

Medium (0.8)  .5  .201  .065  .136  3.09 .079 1.92  
− .5  .151  .094  .057  1.61 

Large (1.6)  .5  .244  .054  .19  4.52 .175 4.00  
− .5  .127  .112  .015  1.13  

6 Simulations of interactions were considerably more time-intensive than 
simulations for main effects, so we reduced the number of iterations. 
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heterogeneity in effect sizes for the Nresponses model, suggesting our list 
of moderators was not exhaustive. Besides lexical overlap, the signifi-
cant moderators in our meta-analysis tend not to be manipulated vari-
ables but ones that vary across studies, so despite issues with low power 
we remain confident these findings are not greatly affected by publica-
tion bias. In our discussion of moderators of the effect, we follow 
Goodman (1991) in assuming that greater insight can be gained by 
combining thoughtful analysis with the quantitative results of a meta- 
analysis. That is, when the summary result differs from the results of 
individual studies, we should not accept either finding without consid-
eration of why they differ. The value of meta-analysis is not only the 
summary results, but also the systematic consideration of the current 
state of evidence in a research field. 

Abstract and lexically-based priming 
Of particular importance to theories of syntactic acquisition is evi-

dence regarding the emergence of abstract syntactic knowledge in 
comparison to lexically-based syntactic knowledge. Our findings sup-
port the early abstraction of syntax with no reliance on lexically-based 
representation for the most frequently studied passive structure. We 
found both a significant abstract priming effect (significant intercept) 
and lexical boost effect (significant lexical overlap effect). That is, lexical 
overlap increased the magnitude of a study’s reported syntactic priming 
effect but was not necessary to observe one (cf. main priming effect to 
priming under lexical overlap in Fig. 4a). The findings reflect a growing 
body of evidence that lexically-based priming does not precede abstract 
syntactic priming in English-speaking children (Kumarage et al., 2022; 
Peter et al., 2015; Rowland et al., 2012; but c.f. Savage et al., 2003), and 
therefore evidence against a transition from lexically-based to abstract 

syntactic representation (Savage et al., 2003; Tomasello, 2003). How-
ever, we also found significant effects of the structural alternation 
studied. For example, we did not find significant abstract priming for the 
dative alternation. As we later discuss, syntactic priming research is 
heavily skewed towards the active/passive structural alternation and 
generalising beyond the current state of the literature is therefore 
difficult. 

Concerning the developmental trajectory of each effect, age did not 
moderate the magnitude of either abstract syntactic priming or the 
lexical boost (Fig. 4b). Several factors limit the interpretation of this 
result: limited power for studies to detect an interaction effect, an 
inability to detect non-linear effects, and the wide age ranges of included 
studies. A stable lexical boost effect contrasts with accepted findings that 
the effect increases over development. The highest quality evidence to 
date comes from longitudinal data, which found an increasing lexical 
boost effect (Kumarage et al., 2022). Most cross-sectional data also 
support this finding (Peter et al., 2015; Rowland et al., 2012; cf. Savage 
et al., 2003). However, we found a stable effect and an almost identical 
estimate of the impact of lexical overlap to that found in adults (Table 7: 
0.74; Mahowald et al., 2016, p.8.: 0.76). We note that although it is a key 
point of contention, the study of lexical influence in syntactic priming in 
children is at an early stage. Eight studies have manipulated lexical 
overlap (Branigan et al., 2005; Branigan & McLean, 2016; Fazekas et al., 
2020; Foltz et al., 2015; Kumarage et al., 2022; Peter et al., 2015; 
Rowland et al., 2012; Savage et al., 2003), and two have investigated 
priming only under lexical overlap (Buckle et al., 2017; Savage et al., 
2006). All but one were conducted in English. Notably, the inclusion of a 
single outlier (Fazekas et al., 2020: long lag lexical overlap condition) 
produced a significant decreasing lexical boost effect in our analysis, 

Fig. 7. Power estimates for detecting small, medium, and large interactions.  
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suggesting this interaction effect was not estimated with great certainty. 
We are therefore cautious in interpreting our finding that there is no 
change in the lexical boost effect over development. 

Several factors should be considered when interpreting our finding of 
a developmentally stable abstract priming effect. Firstly, participants 
must know the structure before they can be primed (Kidd, 2012; 
Kumarage et al., 2022). Whilst Chang et al. (2006) predict a decreasing 
abstract priming effect with increasingly stable representations, they 
first predict an increasing priming effect as the model learns represen-
tations abstract enough to observe priming (p.261.). The linear age term 
in our meta-analysis would not in principle be able to detect this inverse 
U-shaped trajectory. However, in line with this proposal, Kumarage 
et al. (2022) only observed a decrease in priming from 36 to 54 months 
when analysing data from children who were confirmed to know the 
passive at 36 months (and when excluding an item effect). As further 
evidence, our meta-analysis did not find significant priming of datives, 
an alternation that takes much longer to gain productive mastery over 
(Donnelly et al., in press), or priming of agent-patient order in the 
Tagalog Symmetrical Voice transitive, which is more complex than the 
transitive in European languages and thus seems to be acquired over a 
longer developmental trajectory (Garcia et al., 2020; Garcia & Kidd, 
2020; Kidd & Garcia, 2022). Secondly, any developmental effects, but 
especially an increase then decrease, will be difficult to observe in 
samples containing a range of proficiency levels, such as those in syn-
tactic priming studies, where age ranges are typically about 18 months 
(Messenger, 2022; observations included in our analysis had an average 

age range of 16.58 months). Indeed, cross-sectional studies have found a 
range of developmental trajectories (increasing: Peter et al., 2015; 
decreasing: Rowland et al., 2012; stable: Hsu, 2019; Messenger, 2021; 
Messenger, Branigan, & McLean, 2012; Messenger, Branigan, McLean, & 
Sorace, 2012). Meta-analysis is essentially a cross-sectional analysis of 
observations of syntactic priming and so faces these same issues. Thus, 
any developmental trends that might exist could be obscured by dif-
ferences across studies in design and participant characteristics. Overall, 
the developmental trajectory of priming effects is of great theoretical 
interest; however, the current evidence base does not provide conclusive 
support for any linear effects and is limited in not examining non-linear 
effects. We strongly encourage future research that is longitudinal and 
carefully considers both non-linear effects and the range of proficiency 
levels in the sample. 

Comparing across a larger age gap, from children to adults, the im-
plicit learning account predicts a decrease in priming magnitude (Chang 
et al., 2006). Interestingly, our estimate of the syntactic priming effect in 
children was numerically larger than that in adults (Mahowald et al., 
2016). Three factors complicate the comparison between these esti-
mates. Even when comparing across a larger age gap, if our estimate 
contains a mixture of developmental stages associated with varied 
priming magnitudes, it will not be an accurate point of comparison. 
Secondly, although we have compared estimates that take into account 
moderators of priming (e.g., greater use of between-subjects and 
blocked designs in children), the moderators we included and therefore 
the variables controlled for were not the same across the two meta- 

Fig. 8. Type M errors for small, medium, and large interactions (ratio of average significant effect size to true effect size).  
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analyses. Finally, design differences remain between child and adult 
priming studies that could influence priming magnitude. For example, 
studies in children use fewer fillers and whilst the dative is the most 
frequently studied alternation in adults, the active–passive alternation is 
more frequently studied in children. Thus, although a comparison with 
Mahowald et al. (2016) suggests some support for a decrease in abstract 
priming across age, which is predicted by the implicit learning account, 
the two literatures differ on many different dimensions that mean a 
direct comparison, at this point in time, is not warranted. Future studies 
that compare multiple age groups and adults across multiple alterna-
tions using the same method are required. 

Explicit vs implicit processes 
An important takeaway from our findings is that study design choices 

can have large impacts on the magnitude of the syntactic priming effect. 
These impacts are likely to reflect insights into syntactic priming. Re-
searchers’ aims of reducing task demands and interference between 
trials have led to a higher frequency of between-subjects designs in the 
developmental literature than in the adult literature. Choosing to 
include only within-subjects designs would result in excluding a large 
amount of information from the literature (40 of 108 observations, see 
Table 3), so we chose to combine design types in our analysis. Morris and 
DeShon (2002) describe three main issues with combining effect size 
estimates from within- and between-subjects designs. Two are statisti-
cal: a common metric must be used as the effect size, and variance es-
timates must be calculated using design-specific methods. In order to 
satisfy these conditions, we used the log odds ratio and the Becker- 
Balagtas method to adjust variance estimates for within-subjects de-
signs. The third issue is conceptual: do the two designs estimate the same 

effect? Whilst both designs answer the question of whether presenting 
primes increases the frequency of that structure in subsequent speech, 
the large difference in effect size suggests additional factors. Messenger 
(2021) points out that between-subjects designs model only one struc-
ture rather than providing varied input. Although child directed lan-
guage has a degree of ‘burstiness’ (Lester et al., 2022), the kind of 
flooding that occurs in between-subjects priming designs does not 
realistically reflect the input. 

We suggest that this flooding may lead to explicit processes that 
point children in the direction of using the structure modelled and 
artificially inflate the implicit priming effect. Firstly, children may 
invoke explicit memory. Chang et al. (2006) propose that implicit 
learning effects underlie long-term priming, whilst the immediate lexi-
cal boost effect relies on explicit memory. Hartsuiker et al. (2008) show 
evidence supporting this prediction: abstract priming was persistent, 
whilst the lexical boost was not. They also proposed that both implicit 
and explicit processes are required to explain such findings. Interest-
ingly, in their data, the prime remaining visible on-screen after the 
target was presented also appeared to increase the magnitude of prim-
ing. This suggests that not only lexical overlap but other factors can act 
as retrieval cues, which facilitate the explicit memory mechanism and 
increase the syntactic priming effect size. If cues to explicit memory can 
facilitate priming, part of the effect is likely attributed to explicit 
memory. Unvaried input in between-subjects designs may act as a 
retrieval cue, facilitating explicit memory processes and increasing 
priming. Secondly, as suggested by an anonymous reviewer, such input 
may play a normative role, indicating to children that the structure used 
by the adult experimenter is the one that should be used in the context of 
the task. Given the focus on syntactic priming as implicit learning in 

Fig. 9. Type S errors for small and medium interactions (likelihood of getting an effect with the wrong sign)..  
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children, we recommend the consideration of potential explicit sources 
of priming when designing studies. For example, the use of games such 
as bingo and snap makes the task more enjoyable for children, but may 
introduce some reliance on explicit memory for the prime structure. 

Prime repetition could feasibly act as a retrieval cue in syntactic 
priming studies but, as in adults (Mahowald et al., 2016), was not a 
significant effect in the meta-analysis. Several studies of less experienced 
speakers have directly manipulated prime repetition and found an effect 
(L2 speakers: Gámez & Vasilyeva, 2015; 3yos: Shimpi et al., 2007; late 
acquired structure: Gámez & Shimpi, 2016). Other studies directly 
manipulating the variable have found no effect (Hsu, 2014; Hutten-
locher et al., 2004). We included the interaction between prime repe-
tition and age, which was not significant. Though the wide age ranges 
within studies make the effect more difficult to interpret, this result does 
not support prime repetition acting as a retrieval cue only for less 
experienced speakers. This finding also supports shared representation 
between comprehension and production (Bock et al., 2007). 

Structural alternation 
Our findings regarding the structure studied raise several important 

points. The first regards the relative frequencies of structures in a lan-
guage. Though there were only two studies of the relative clause/ 
adjective-noun alternation, it showed a much larger priming effect 
than the passive. One explanation for this potential difference could be a 
larger difference in frequencies of adjective-noun vs. relative clauses as 
compared to actives vs. passives. That is, adjective-noun combinations 
are highly preferred in languages like English, whereas a relative clause 
structure may be more marked, even than the passive. Secondly, as 
previously mentioned, children must have acquired the structure to 
demonstrate priming of it (Kidd, 2012). The subject relative clause is 
early-acquired and the larger priming effect could additionally be 
attributed to the fact that most if not all children in the studies had 
sufficient mastery to display priming compared to only some in the case 
of the passive. At the other end of the scale, smaller and non-significant 
priming of the Tagalog symmetrical voice transitive may reflect the 
protracted acquisition of this comparatively complex set of structures 
(for evidence of restrictions on priming with the Tagalog symmetrical 
voice system see Garcia et al., 2023). Related to the acquisition of 
structure is the acquisition of structural alternation. Whereas the English 
active/passive alternation occurs across a broad category of transitive 
verbs, children must learn restrictions on which verbs participate in the 
dative alternation (Gropen et al., 1989). Learning such restrictions may 
delay the demonstration of syntactic priming. That is, even when chil-
dren have acquired the double-object dative for particular lexical items 
(e.g. “Give me__”), they may not have abstracted this frame, and there-
fore the alternation to other lexical items. The dative, in both forms, is 
acquired at least as early as the passive in English (Campbell & Toma-
sello, 2001; Marchman et al., 1991), yet we found significant abstract 
priming for the active/passive alternation but not the dative alternation. 
Therefore, an important consideration in syntactic priming studies is the 
age of participants and the age of acquisition of both the structure and 
structural alternation. 

As a final point regarding the varying effect of structural alterna-
tions, we note that of the studies included in this meta-analysis 71 % 
were conducted in English, and 58 % on the active/passive alternation 
(see Table 3). Therefore, using findings of syntactic priming studies in 
children to support broad claims about syntax acquisition requires 
caution. For example, in English there are few structures that allow a 
patient-focus (e.g., the passive and object cleft), whereas languages that 
have more flexible word order, such as Russian and Spanish, permit the 
use of alternative structures that achieve a functionally equivalent 
outcome (e.g., the Spanish middle voice, or object fronting in Russian). 
These alternatives can also be primed by passives, suggesting that the 
locus of priming is not purely syntactic (Gámez et al., 2009; Vasilyeva & 
Waterfall, 2012). Overall, the dominance of English as a target language 
is consistent with the broader sampling bias found in the language 

acquisition literature (Kidd & Garcia, 2022). Given our finding that 
priming effects vary with structure (and language), researchers should 
be careful when considering how their findings from one language 
generalise across languages, if at all. 

Other study design variables 
Animacy configurations moderated the priming effect, with canoni-

cal animacy patterns resulting in a higher priming effect. There has been 
a long-standing tendency in the psycholinguistic literature to neutralise 
animacy cues in experimental contexts, under the assumption that such 
cues are not revealing about purely syntactic processes. This tendency is 
not restricted to priming studies; for instance, it is common in studies of 
syntactic processing (e.g., relative clause comprehension, Gibson, 2000; 
see Kidd et al., 2007; Mak et al., 2002). Our finding that priming is 
higher in instances of canonical animacy configurations suggests that 
children’s structural knowledge is best revealed when their input-based 
expectations about syntactic-semantic correlations for different argu-
ment roles are met. 

Two other design features of the developmental priming studies did 
not have an influence on priming. Firstly, comparing to a no-prime 
baseline was uncommon and did not impact on the magnitude of 
priming, and neither did using a blocked rather than alternating design 
(c.f., Hsu, 2019). However, given that between-subjects studies showed 
considerably larger priming than within-subjects studies, a study which 
measures baseline responses, exposes participants to primes of only one 
structure, and then measures primed responses is subject to the issues 
considered by Messenger (2021) and in our section on explicit vs. im-
plicit processes. 

Finally, a long lag between primes and targets did not affect the 
syntactic priming effect. However, there were few and heterogenous 
observations of priming under this condition (1 hour lag: Hsu, 2019; 1 
week lag: Kidd, 2012; 1 week to 1 month lag: Savage et al., 2006). The 
95 % confidence interval for the predicted priming effect in this con-
dition overlapped with both no priming effect and the main priming 
effect (Fig. 4a). This confirms that the effect was not precisely estimated 
and so conclusions about long-term priming in children are preliminary. 

Considering variability 
The assumptions of meta-analysis focus on moderators of the size of 

the effect. However, variability in the effect can also change over 
development. Kumarage et al. (2022) found considerable variation in 3- 
year-olds ability to be primed but more reliable priming at older ages. 
This kind of effect can tell us something about acquisition but is not well 
captured in a meta-analysis, such as the link between priming and 
proficiency. We encourage future research, particularly longitudinal 
research, to consider other impacts of moderators. Given the expense of 
longitudinal research and our power analyses, this might require multi- 
lab studies such as those conducted by the Many Babies consortium 
(Frank et al., 2020). 

Power in the syntactic priming literature 

The power analysis showed that syntactic priming studies are 
generally underpowered, especially for the types of questions they 
usually aim to answer. Whilst studies typically have sufficient power to 
detect a priming effect under lexical overlap (because this is a large 
effect), for the abstract priming effect, an average study with about 40 
participants and 8 verbs presented twice each has only 67 % power. In a 
scenario with high heterogeneity between subjects and items, the power 
of an average study drops even further to 75 % for priming with lexical 
overlap and 36 % for abstract priming (though this may reflect a lower 
limit on power, given the high levels of between-participant and 
between-item heterogeneity assumed). Importantly, our power analyses 
assume a priming effect of the magnitude of priming in the active/ 
passive alternation. Smaller priming effects would require larger sam-
ples to achieve the same power. Also important to note is that whilst the 
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average overall sample is close to 50, average samples per cell are in 
reality closer to 30. This means that analyses within a cell, for example 
of each age group separately, have lower power to detect a priming 
effect. 

Although some studies aim to examine whether the priming effect 
exists at all, many aim to test hypotheses about potential moderators of 
the effect. Mahowald et al. (2016) found low power and lower evidential 
value for interactions than the main effects in adults. Correspondingly, 
we found that current studies in children are seriously underpowered for 
this purpose, precluding the detection of all but large interaction effects. 
These results are consistent with recommendations from statisticians 
that interactions may require between 4 and 16 times more data to es-
timate than main effects (Gelman et al., 2020, pp. 301-304). This 
threatens the validity of research findings, for several reasons. Low 
power can result in inconclusive results and high Type II error rates, 
where we fail to reject the null hypothesis. Additionally, in low powered 
studies, significant results are not representative of the true effect size, 
resulting in the possibility that studies could overestimate the underly-
ing effect − Type M error − or even find an effect in the opposite di-
rection − Type S error. Our simulations suggest that significant results at 
current sample sizes may overestimate the magnitude of true effect sizes. 
When combined with publication bias, this is a serious problem. Meta- 
analysis can mitigate Type II errors by aggregating results to gain 
greater power, but if the sample of studies is not in fact representative, it 
will be aggregating exaggerated or invalid findings. We did find that, 
once accounting for moderators, there is no evidence for publication 
bias in the priming effect. However, this does not imply whether the 
effects of moderators themselves are subject to publication bias. This 
raises concerns regarding the quality of current evidence for moderator 
effects: given power estimates, reported significant effects may be 
overstated. Future research requires much higher power than currently 
achieved, but, encouragingly, more recent studies do contain substan-
tially larger samples than earlier research (e.g., Fazekas et al., 2020; 
Garcia & Kidd, 2020; Messenger, 2021). 

Researchers typically conceive of increasing power by increasing 
sample size. However, we are attempting to generalise across the lan-
guage from a selection of items, as well as across the population from a 
selection of participants. Thus, another way to increase power is to in-
crease items, which is often overlooked. In most alternations tested 
(excluding the N-Adj/RC alternation), the relevant number of items in a 
priming study is the number of target verbs presented to participants 
rather than the number of trials. This is because, all other things being 
equal, we would expect responses to vary more strongly by verb, which 
differ in their associations with various grammatical structures. This 
poses a problem in developmental studies: there are fewer verbs that are 
well known by children and appropriate for experimental use, especially 
for a structure like the dative (although for verb-specific effects in the 
active–passive alternation see Kumarage et al., 2022). However, if 
possible, we encourage researchers to consider increasing the number of 
verb types (vs. tokens) as well as the number of participants. For the 
abstract priming effect, an increase from 8 to 12 unique verbs requires 
40 participants for 80 % power, while using 8 unique verbs requires 80 
participants for 80 % power (assuming average heterogeneity). 

While our power analyses yielded important information about the 
existing evidence base, they necessarily rely on several assumptions 
which may by imperfect representations of reality. First, we chose an 
intercept value of − 2 on the logit scale, which corresponds to an average 
probability of producing the target construction of .12. We believe this is 
justifiable given that children often produce the target construction at 
near-floor levels (indeed large numbers often produce 0 instances of the 
target construction; see Donnelly et al., in press; Kumarage et al., 2022). 
However, it may be easier to reliably detect moderation of the priming 
effect if the baseline rate of production is higher. Second, consistent with 
the widespread use of mixed models, we assumed Gaussian random ef-
fects. In reality, this is very unlikely to be true for participants. In 
empirical studies, we have observed that large numbers of children often 

fail to produce the target structure at all, with one possible explanation 
being that they have not acquired it (Donnelly et al., in press; Kumarage 
et al., 2022), meaning that the true distribution is probably bimodal. It is 
unclear what the consequences of this would be for power estimation. 

Reporting recommendations 

Our meta-analysis included a wide range of studies that studied 
different structures and languages, and which made a range of meth-
odological choices. Accordingly, our analysis could be considered a 
broad quantitative overview of the literature. Meta-analyses could be 
applied in the future to more specific questions. For example, meta- 
analyses of particular structural alternations could investigate more 
specific moderators like particular animacy configurations and thematic 
role structures in passives (Messenger, Branigan, McLean, & Sorace, 
2012; Vasilyeva & Gámez, 2015), or verb bias effects in datives (Peter 
et al., 2015). To aid in this endeavour we suggest reporting the following 
information. Firstly, a table of cell count data separated by condition is 
required. That is, the number of dependent, alternate and other re-
sponses in the primed and unprimed condition at each level of each 
variable manipulated in the study (e.g., Table 1 in Branigan & McLean, 
2016). We recommend reporting raw numbers instead of or in addition 
to proportions: proportions can be calculated from raw numbers but if 
excluded trials are not reported by condition, the reverse is not always 
true. Most researchers excluded other responses from their analysis but 
we still recommend reporting their raw frequencies. Regarding this 
analysis decision, see Appendix C for a comparison between meta- 
analyses run with and without other responses. Including other re-
sponses appears to numerically reduce the priming effect and potentially 
the power to detect moderators. Secondly, for within-subjects studies, 
we recommend reporting the correlation between dependent structure 
production in the primed and unprimed condition for each level of the 
variable manipulated in the study. We report how we calculated an es-
timate of this correlation in Appendix B. Thirdly, when moderators are 
manipulated within-subjects, reporting the correlation between priming 
in different experimental conditions allows dependent observations to 
be included in a meta-analysis. We report how we calculated an estimate 
for dependent observations at different levels of lexical overlap, and 
structure studied in Appendix B. Finally, the recent move towards 
making raw data accessible online allows researchers to calculate both 
these and other potentially useful statistics themselves (Fazekas et al., 
2020; Garcia & Kidd, 2020). 

Conclusion 

In this paper we reported, to our knowledge, the first meta-analysis 
of syntactic priming in children. We found evidence of a medium-to- 
large priming effect, which appears to be influenced by but not depen-
dent upon several moderating variables, including lexical and semantic 
factors of content words and methodological choices made by different 
researchers. Therefore, like in adults (Mahowald et al., 2016), syntactic 
priming is a robust though variable phenomenon in children. Addi-
tionally, it fares well as a reliable effect against other meta-analysis es-
timates in other domains of language development (Bergmann et al., 
2018). These features make it an important empirical phenomenon 
bridging language acquisition and adult language processing. However, 
studies using syntactic priming to answer theoretical questions 
involving moderators of the effect are currently seriously underpow-
ered, limiting the reliability of their findings. At the same time, we found 
that the current evidence base is limited in several ways, which prevents 
us from generalising from the data to acquisition in general. Notably, we 
found that the majority of studies focused on English and the active/ 
passive structural alternation, suggesting that investigating a wider 
array of languages and structures is an important priority (Atkinson, 
2022; Kidd & Garcia, 2022). Additional future directions include the 
careful investigation of developmental effects in priming and the nature 
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and persistence of long-term priming effects. 
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Appendix B 

Calculating correlations 

We provide the analysis code for calculating correlations on our OSF page. To estimate required correlations, we mostly used raw data from the 
Canberra Longitudinal Child Language study (Donnelly et al., in press; Kidd et al., 2018; Kumarage et al., 2022). This consisted of longitudinal priming 
data for the passive alternation with and without lexical overlap at 4 timepoints (36 m, 42 m, 48 m, and 54 m) and for the dative alternation with and 
without lexical overlap at 3 timepoints (42 m, 48 m, 54 m). Compared to other studies in the literature, the study has a large sample. Over 100 children 
participated in the study, although not all provide data at every time point in the priming tasks. 

Correlation between primed and unprimed conditions for within-subjects studies 
We calculated the proportion of dependent responses (either passive or double object dative) produced by each participant at each timepoint, for 

each structural alternation in the lexical overlap and abstract priming conditions. We then calculated the correlation between production in the 
primed and unprimed conditions for each condition at each timepoint (see Table B1). We used the average of these 14 correlation coefficients as the 
estimated correlation between dependent structure production in the primed and unprimed condition.  

Table B1 
Correlations between primed and unprimed conditions in the Canberra Longitudinal Child Language 
study.  

Condition Correlation 

36 m Passive Lexical overlap .40   
No lexical overlap .17 

42 m Passive Lexical overlap .07   
No lexical overlap .38  

Dative Lexical overlap .39   
No lexical overlap .30 

48 m Passive Lexical overlap .24   
No lexical overlap .45  

Dative Lexical overlap .53   
No lexical overlap .61 

54 m Passive Lexical overlap .19   
No lexical overlap .41  

Dative Lexical overlap .49   
No lexical overlap .27 

Average   .35  
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Correlation between lexical overlap conditions 
We subtracted the proportion of dependent responses in the unprimed condition from the proportion in the primed condition to calculate a priming 

effect for each participant in each lexical overlap condition, for each structural alternation at each timepoint. We then calculated the correlation 
between priming with and without lexical overlap for each structural alternation at each timepoint (see Table B2). We used the average of these seven 
correlation coefficients as our estimate.  

Table B2 
Correlations between lexical overlap conditions in the Canberra 
Longitudinal Child Language study.  

Condition Correlation 

36 m Passive .06 
42 m Passive .13  

Dative .21 
48 m Passive .19  

Dative .25 
54 m Passive .36  

Dative .17 
Average  .20  

Correlation between passive and dative priming 
We again used the proportion of dependent responses in the unprimed condition subtracted from the proportion in the primed condition to 

calculate a priming effect for each participant in each condition. The correlation between this priming effect in the passive and dative alternation was 
calculated at both levels of lexical overlap for the three timepoints where both alternations were tested (see Table B3). We used the average of these six 
coefficients as our estimate.  

Table B3 
Correlations between passive and dative priming in the Canberra Lon-
gitudinal Child Language study.  

Condition Correlation 

Lexical overlap 42 m .24 
48 m .17 
54 m .24 

No lexical overlap 42 m .15 
48 m .21 
54 m − .14 

Average  .15  

Correlation between passive and dative priming under different lexical overlap conditions 
Using the calculated priming effects for each participant, we calculated the correlation between priming at different levels of both structure and 

lexical overlap (see Table B4). We used the average of these six coefficients as our estimate.  

Table B4 
Correlations between passive and dative priming under different lexical overlap 
conditions in the Canberra Longitudinal Child Language study.  

Condition Correlation 

Dative overlap*passive abstract 42 m .11 
48 m .32 
54 m .01 

Passive overlap*dative abstract 42 m − .07 
48 m .09 
54 m − .10 

Average  .06  

Correlation between timepoints 
The correlation estimate required by vcalc() in metafor is of the correlation between passive production at adjacent timepoints (e.g. baseline-test 

correlation; test-posttest correlation) rather than of the correlation between priming (e.g. correlation between baseline-test and baseline-posttest 
priming effects). Table B5 displays the appropriate correlations from two studies. Kidd (2012) provided correlations between passive production 
in different test blocks. Fazekas et al. (2020) made their raw data publicly accessible so we could calculate the proportion of double object datives 
produced by each participant in each test block and calculate correlations. We excluded the posttest 2 condition from Fazekas et al. (2020) because it is 
a lexical overlap condition unlike the other conditions in the study. We used the average of these five coefficients as our estimate.  
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Table B5 
Correlations between production of the dependent structure in different test blocks.  

Condition Correlation 

Kidd (2012) Baseline-test .07  
Test-posttest .48  
Posttest-long posttest .01 

Fazekas et al. (2020) Baseline-test .54  
Test-posttest .65 

Average  .35  

Appendix C 

Analyses including and excluding other responses 

Not all productions in syntactic priming experiments can be classified as the dependent or alternate structure in the alternation being studied. 
“Other” responses can make up a large proportion of responses (e.g., over 50 % of responses from 3 year olds in Shimpi et al., 2007) or a very small 
proportion in stem-completion studies (e.g. 0–5 % in Garcia & Kidd, 2020 and; Rowland et al., 2012). Researchers can choose to include other re-
sponses in the denominator when calculating the proportion of dependent responses or exclude other responses and restrict analyses to only structures 
within the alternation being studied (see Bencini & Valian, 2008 for discussion). A subset of 31 studies reported the frequency of other responses in 
each condition. We ran analyses for the 94 observations from these studies to compare the analysis choice of including vs. excluding other responses. 
The analysis script is available on our OSF page. Table C1 shows that including other responses numerically reduces the overall effect. In addition, 
including other responses results in less heterogeneity between effect sizes. Although the amount of sampling variance is similar, the amount attributed 
to within- and between-study heterogeneity is reduced.  

Table C1 
Results of overall multilevel meta-analytic models including and excluding other responses.   

N responses N subjects  

Other excluded Other included Other excluded Other included 

Estimate 1.42 
1.16 | 1.68 
p < .001*** 

1.22 
1.00 | 1.44 
p < .001*** 

1.27 
0.98 | 1.57 
p < .001*** 

1.07 
0.81 | 1.34 
p < .001*** 

Odds ratio 4.12 3.38 3.57 2.92 
Cohen’s d 0.78 0.67 0.70 0.59 
Q 615.72 

df = 93 
p < .001*** 

539.66 
df = 93 
p < .001*** 

135.34 
df = 93 
p < .01** 

104.20 
df = 93 
p = .201 

Variance 
Sampling 
I2 

0.673 
0.108 
0.565 

0.524 
0.094 
0.430 

0.893 
0.533 
0.360 

0.776 
0.544 
0.232  

Table C2 shows results for the models using N responses to calculate variance and including moderators. We report results excluding the lexical 
overlap with lag condition from Fazekas et al. (2020) and the dative priming condition from Hopkins et al. (2016), both of which were identified as 
outliers with large effects on the results. Regardless of other response inclusion, the moderators accounted for a significant proportion of variance 
(other excluded: F(18,12) = 5.91, p < .01**; other included: F(18,12) = 5.99, p < .01***) but did not eliminate residual heterogeneity (other excluded: 
Q(73) = 153.26, p < .001***; other included: Q(73) = 155.33, p < .001***). Compared to the full sample of studies, additional moderators signif-
icantly predict the priming effect in the subset of studies that reported other responses. However, we focus on the difference between including and 
excluding other responses. The results are very similar but there is a trend towards numerically smaller model coefficients and less significant effects 
for moderators when including other responses. Therefore, there may be less power to detect moderators of priming when including other responses. 
This may be related to there being less total variance to explain when including other responses (Table 1). 

Table C2 
Results of N responses moderator models including and excluding other responses.   

Excluding other responses Including other responses  

β CI p β CI p 

Intercept  0.87 0.48 | 1.26  <.001***  0.78 0.46 | 1.10  <.001*** 
Between subjects  1.13 0.67 | 1.58  <.001***  0.85 0.47 | 1.24  <.001*** 
Baseline  − 0.42 − 0.94 | 0.10  .112  − 0.23 − 0.67 | 0.20  .287 
Animacy       

Uncontrolled  − 0.3 − 0.89 | 0.29  .288  − 0.22 − 0.69 | 0.26  .343 
Favourable  0.52 0.00 | 1.03  .049*  0.38 − 0.05 | 0.81  .076^ 

Prime repetition  0.51 0.12 | 0.89  .011*  0.42 0.09 | 0.74  .013* 
Lexical overlap  1.13 0.69 | 1.57  <.001***  0.97 0.56 | 1.39  <.001*** 
Structure       

Dative  − 0.84 − 1.23 | − 0.45  <.001***  − 0.77 − 1.10 | − 0.44  <.001*** 
SVO-ba  0.53 − 0.24 | 1.31  .158  0.44 − 0.17 | 1.05  .141 

(continued on next page) 
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Table C3 shows results for the models using N subjects to calculate variance and including moderators. For the N subjects models, the same obser-
vation from Fazekas et al. (2020) was excluded but the Hopkins et al. (2016) observation no longer had large impacts on the results so was left in. In 
both models, the moderators accounted for a significant proportion of variance (other excluded: F(18,12) = 5.26, p < .01**; other included: F(18,12) =
4.15, p < .01**), with no significant residual heterogeneity (other excluded: Q(74) = 35.64, p = 1.000; other included: Q(74) = 33.13, p = 1.000). The 
results of these models should be interpreted with caution: although profile likelihood plots showed clear peaks in estimating variance components, 
both were estimated at zero. Nevertheless, for most effects, we also see a pattern of numerically smaller effects when including other responses. 

Appendix D 

Additional power analysis figures 

Non-convergent models were included in power analyses because the full random effects structure was known a priori. Fig. D1 reports the pro-
portion of non-convergent models in power analyses for the main priming effects. Fig. D2 reports the same proportion for power analyses of interaction 
effects. However, models with implausible estimates were excluded from power analyses because they produce significant results which may inflate 
estimates of power. Figs. D3 and D4 report the proportion of models excluded for this reason for main and interaction effects respectively. 

Table C3 
Results of N subjects moderator models including and excluding other responses.   

Excluding other responses Including other responses  

β CI p β CI p 

Intercept  0.89 0.51 | 1.27  <.001***  0.72 0.34 | 1.10  .002** 
Between subjects  1.15 0.45 | 1.85  .002**  1.04 0.33 | 1.75  .005** 
Baseline  − 0.22 − 0.97 | 0.52  .552  − 0.12 − 0.89 | 0.64  .749 
Animacy       

Uncontrolled  0.13 − 0.70 | 0.96  .738  − 0.27 − 1.11 | 0.58  .507 
Favourable  0.41 − 0.21 | 1.02  .175  − 0.04 − 0.59 | 0.66  .898 

Prime repetition  0.15 − 0.38 | 0.69  .57  0.11 − 0.43 | 0.65  .682 
Lexical overlap  1.37 0.77 | 1.96  <.001***  1.26 0.67 | 1.86  <.001*** 
Structure       

Dative  − 0.97 − 1.44 | − 0.50  <.001***  − 1.07 − 1.55 | − 0.60  <.001*** 
SVO-ba  0.36 − 0.43 | 1.14  .345  − 0.07 − 0.84 | 0.70  .844 
RC  1.68 − 0.77 | 4.12  .161  1.63 − 0.75 | 4.01  .162 
SV-Transitive  − 0.89 − 1.52 | − 0.26  .009**  − 0.74 − 1.37 | − 0.12  .024* 

Age  0.07 − 0.17 | 0.31  .545  0.24 − 0.00 | 0.48  .053^ 
Lag       

0 vs block  − 0.23 − 0.77 | 0.32  .412  − 0.17 − 0.72 | 0.38  .533 
0 vs long  − 0.36 − 1.47 | 0.76  .525  − 0.12 − 1.21 | 0.97  .824 

Prime repetition*Age  0.14 − 0.43 | 0.71  .623  0.31 − 0.27 | 0.88  .289 
Lexical overlap*Age  0.12 − 0.65 | 0.88  .764  0.16 − 0.61 | 0.93  .682 
Structure*Age       

Dative  − 0.01 − 0.47 | 0.45  .96  0.05 − 0.41 | 0.52  .82 
SVO-ba  − 0.21 − 0.91 | 0.49  .549  − 0.29 − 0.96 | 0.37  .384 
SV-Transitive  − 0.04 − 0.55 | 0.47  .88  − 0.18 − 0.69 | 0.33  .479   

Table C2 (continued )  

Excluding other responses Including other responses  

β CI p β CI p 

RC  1.78 0.37 | 3.19  .018*  1.71 0.45 | 2.97  .012* 
SV-Transitive  − 0.86 − 1.65 | − 0.06  .037*  − 0.77 − 1.39 | − 0.15  .019* 

Age  0.03 − 0.14 | 0.19  .744  0.07 − 0.07 | 0.21  .336 
Lag       

0 vs block  − 0.15 − 0.52 | 0.23  .443  − 0.07 − 0.40 | 0.25  .651 
0 vs long  − 0.42 − 1.06 | 0.23  .2  − 0.23 − 0.80 | 0.35  .438 

Prime repetition*Age  0.49 0.06 | 0.93  .026*  0.45 0.08 | 0.83  .018* 
Lexical overlap*Age  0.14 − 0.42 | 0.71  .62  0.2 − 0.33 | 0.74  .452 
Structure*Age       

Dative  − 0.46 − 0.91 | − 0.01  .046*  − 0.52 − 0.92 | − 0.11  .014* 
SVO-ba  − 0.16 − 0.62 | 0.29  .478  − 0.22 − 0.63 | 0.20  .302 
SV-Transitive  0.05 − 0.34 | 0.43  .809  0.01 − 0.36 | 0.38  .957   
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Fig. D1. Proportions of models producing warning messages for power analyses of priming effect. 
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Fig. D2. Proportion of models producing warning messages in power analyses of interactions. 
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Fig. D3. Proportions of models producing implausibly small standard errors (<.1) or large effect sizes (>5 or < -5) for power analyses of priming effect. 
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Fig. D4. Proportion of models producing implausibly small standard errors or implausibly large effect sizes for power analyses of interactions.  
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